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CHAPTER I 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
PLANNING 
-, 
Need For Research 
Widowhood is an inevitable phase of the life cycle for three out ."\ 
\ 
~of every four married women. It is apparent by the lack of research } 
about widowhood th~t it has been neglected as a developmental phase in I I 
i 
! 
the life cycle. Presently there are ten million widows in this country 
j 
and their numbers are increa~ing each year. It is appilling that with 
a population this large, little attention has been directed towards 
research about widowhood; Other than recognizing that the widow may 
have financial problems for which Social Security provides assistance, · 
few people realize what it means to be widowed. For these reasons, we 
decided to ,study the problems of widowhood • 
• 
Goals 
The purpose of this study is to examine the problems involved in 
widowhood and ~hat might 'be helpful in dealing with them. In addition, 
another goal of this study is to increase public awar~ness about the 
pl ight of the widow•. 
Guidelines (Assumptions) For the Development of the Study 
This study focuses upon six assumptions. I. 
The first assumption is, nIf stress is high and the availability 
2 
of a social network is not well developed, widowhood adjustment will be 
difficult." Stress is defined as new life events that occur for each 
individual requiring changes in social roles. These life events may 
include: death of a spouse, change in financial state, change in resi­
dence, and, so forth. A new life event causes change in the individuals 
on-going life patterns, and, therefore, requires the individual to 
develop new adaptive or coping behavior to accommodate the. new life 
event. As for the availability of the social network system, it will be 
defined by the amount of social contact (phone ~a11s, letters and person­
al visits) that the widow had with members of her immediate family, rela­
tives and friends. 
Obviously the loss of a husband causes much stress for the widow. 
Besides experiencing stress with the loss of her husband, the widow will 
mos,t likely experience additional stress by the sudden life changes 
which she has little control over, such as: lowered income, poor health, 
residence change, limitations of social activities, and the like. If 
there ;s little or no support from idmediate family, relatives and 
friends, as the widow experiences these stressful events, she may bec~me
• 
overwhelmed with her situation. 
The second assumption is, nIf the relationsh.ip with the husband 
was satisfactory, widowhood a~justment will be more difficult." It 
seems plausible that the foundation of a satisfactory relationship usu­
ally involves a mutual fulfillment of one anothers' needs, such as 
emotional support. Since the husband is no longer living to provide 
that mutual fulfillment of needs, the widow experiences a great loss, 
thus making her adjustment to widowhood even more difficult. Awidow 
..... 
whose needs were not ful fill ed' and who experienced an unsatisfactory rel a~ 
.........,.. 
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tionship, may possibly not experience as difficult a time in her adjust­
ing to the problems of widowhood. 
nThe older a widow is at the time of her husband's death, the more 
difficult it will be for her to adjust to widowhood," is our third as­
sumption in this study. We feel this assumption is likely since: 
l} older women were raised in an era of being extremely dependent on 
their husbands, thus preventing them from establishing the necessary 
skills to be independent, 2) older women, whose children no longer live 
at home~ experience the loss of role of mother and wife, whereas the 
younger woman still has the role of mother and 3) older women seem to 
experience more social isolation than younger women. For example, older 
women have more physical and health problems, which isolates them from 
social involvement with others. The above statements would seem to 
indicate that the older woman would have a more difficult time adjusting 
to widowhood, than the younger woman. 
The fourth assumption is, itA decrease in finances. after the hus­
band's death, will increase the problems of widowhood." The woman who 
experiences a decrease in income is suddenly faced with the burden of 
finding financial support. For instance, many widows face difficulties 
when seeking employment, because they have been absent from the work 
force for many years and lack the necessary skills for today's job mar­
ket. Other widows are forced to look towards public assistance and find 
it insufficient to meet their basic needs. In essence. those widows who 
find themselves in a·financial bind, constantly experience frustration 
and stress, wondering whether or not they will be able to meet their 
daily living needs. In addition, they will probably experience a change 
in life style, which further aggravates their adjustment to widowhood • 
.~ 
4 
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I" 
"Stress and depress ion caused by wid"owhood problems may 1ead to 
physical and/or mental health changes of the widow, thus making her 
adjustment more difficult," is the fifth assumption to be examined in 
this study. (Refer to assumption one for the definition of "stress ••t) 
Depression is defined as symptoms which signify the presence of patho-" 
logical disturbances or changes in four areas: somatic, psychological, 
psychomotor and mood. Symptoms in the four areas include: sad (down­
hearted, low and blue), tearful, exaggeration of symptoms in the morning, 
difficulty sleeping, loss of appetite, weight loss, decreased libido, 
constipation, tachycardia, increased and unexplainable fatigue, agita­
tion, retardation, confusion, emptiness, hopelessness, indecisiveness, 
irritability, dissatisfaction, personal devaluation and suicidal rumin­
ations. 
Studies have clearly indicated that physical and/or mental health 
cha~ges can result from stress and depression. An example, is a study 
by Holmes and Rahe, as mentioned in Chapter II, "l iterature Review. II 
According to many studies, "widows experience a substantially higher 
rate of mental disorders tha~ the still married." l In fact, Durkeim 
is known to have stressed the connection between widowho~d and suicide. 
The suicides occurring at the crises of widowhood ••• are"re­
ally due to domestic anomie resulting from the death of husband 
or wife. A family catastrophe occurs which affects the survi­
vor. He 1s not adapted to the new situation in which he finds 
himself, and accordingly offers less resistance to suicide. Z 
lFelix M. Berardo, "Widowhood Status in the United States: 
Purspective on a Neglected Aspect of the life Cycle," The Family
Coordinator (July, 1968), p. 196. --­
2 "
- Ibid., p. 196. 
~ 
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The sixth and final assumption to be examined in this study is 
"Rigid gender roles in mar~iage will make widowhood adjustment more dif­
ficult.'" By "rigid gender roles" we mean specific'traditional role ex­
pectations that the male and female have adopted during their marriag~. 
For the male~ some of the rci1es include: 1) being submissive, 2) being 
independent, 3) being the breadwinner of the family and 4) being the 
decision maker. The female roles, on the other hand, include: 1) being 
submiss ive, 2) being dependent on the husband for emotional a.nd finan­
cial support~ 3) raiSing the children and 4) being a housewife. The 
widow who has lived within the confines of such rigid roles must sud­
denly exert herself in the role of a "male" in order to meet her basic 
needs. This is a difficult task, though, since the role of the tradi­
tional male is almost opposite to the role of the traditional female. 
ope~ational Definitions 
, , 
Depression, in this study, was measured by lung's Self-Rating De­
pression Scale (50S). (See Appendix A). The 50S is comprised of a list 
of twenty items, each relating to a specific characteristic of depression. 
The aim of the SOS is not to classify specific depressive disorders, bu~ 
rather to measure the intensity of depreSSion an individual exhibit$. 
The Holmes and Rahe Social Readjustment Rating Scale (SRRS) was 
utilized to measure stress. (See Appendix B). The SRRS assigns a read­
justment value to each life event. "The readjustment value measures the 
intensity and length of time necessary to .accommodate to a life event, 
regardless of the desirability of the life event. tt3 Death of a spouse 
is assigned the highest value of·100 and minor violations of the law are 
3Thomas Ho1mes and Richard Rahe, "The Social Readjustment Rating
Scale," Journal of Psychosomatic Research, 11 (1967). p. 213. 
~ 
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assigned the lowest value of 11. Further examples are: personal illness 
or injury--va1ue 53, retirement--value 45, change in social ~ctivities~­
value 18, and change 1n number of family get-together--va1ue 15. 
The availability of social network was measured by the wid~w 
. indicating, during the interview, the amount of phone calls" letters and 
personal visits she had with members of the immediate family, relatives 
and friends. 
An~ finally, a self-rating scale was utilized to measure: 1) the 
.,. 
widow's satisfaction with the relationship with her husband, 2) depen­
dence on the husband for emotional and economic support and 3) health 
.changes' of the widow. The widows were asked to respond to questions 
based on a scale of 1 to 6: 1 strongly agree, .2 moderately agree, 3 agree, 
4 disagree, 5 moderately disagree and 6 strongly disagree. 
Objectives 
Our purpose was to explore t~e problems of widowhood, not,to test 
specific hypothesis. It was possible, though, to pick out what appeared 
to be dis~inct indications of support for the assumptions made, based on 
the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale, Holmes and'Rahe Social, Readjust­
ment Rating Scale, the Widow's self-rating scale of adjustment, as well 
as information gathered in the interview.' 
Pilot Study 
A pilot study helped to focus the design of the study. After 
having contacted the director of a Portland widowhood program (also a " 
funeral director), the researchers received the names of four widows who 
were willing to be interviewed about their problems in adjusting to 
., 
widowhood. Open~ended questions were used so that more detailed informa-
I • 

I 
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tion could be obtained. (See Appendix C for pilot study questionnaire.) 
From this pilot study, the final questionnaire was formulated. 
Samp1 e 
Originally it was hoped that the sample for this study could be 
obtained through the Bureau of Vital Statistics, but they were unwilling 
to release the information. The director of a Portland area widowhood 
program provided names of widows who served as our sample for this study. 
Because this is an exploratory study, the researchers felt it was 
necessary to examine different situations which widows encounter. Thus, 
younger and older widows, women widowed for varying lengths of time. 
widows still having children living at home, widows belonging to the 
widowhood programs and widows not belonging to the widowhood program, 
but who used the facilities for her husband's funeral service, were all 
included in the study. 
The director chose twenty women whom he felt would be most willing 
to participate in this study. Since the widows who belonged to the 
widowhood program. were generally widowed for more than one year, the re­
searchers requested that the names of those widows.not belonging to the 
~idowhood program be roughly six months widowed. The intent of this 
was to get'a broader scope ~f the various problems of widowhood adjust­
ment. The director went back six months in his records and chose the 
first twenty names of women who were widowed. No other information about 
these women was available, except for the length of time widowed. 
Having obtained forty names (twenty widows belonging to the widow­
hood program and twenty widows not belonging to the widowhood program), 
we then called these widows, introduced ourselves,' explained the purpose 
8 
of our research, and asked them to participate in the study. The first 
ten widows from each list who were willing to be 'interviewed became the 
sample for this study. 
MEASUREMENT AND DATA COLLECTION 
It was felt that a home interview uSing a questi"onnaire as a sched­
ule guide would be the most effective approach of gathering information 
about widowhood adjustment. Because it was necessary for the widow to 
speak candidly and to freely associate her thoughts, it was decided that 
we would ask the questions, as well as, record the responses. This gen­
erally seemed to facilitate in-depth responses and provided us with the 
oppbrtunity to elicit further responses as necessary. The widows were 
also asked to record their responses to the lung Self-Rating Depression 
Scale and the Holmes and Rahe Social Readjustment Rating Scale du~ing 
the 'interview. 
Other than the Social Readjustment Rating Scale and the Self­
Rating Depression Scale, other items included: 1) personal adjustment 
problems to widowhood, 2) what was helpful in adjusting to the problems 
of widowhood, 3) contact with friends and family. 4) relationship with 
husband, 5) health changes, 6) involvement in widowhood programs, 7) 
what would be helpful to widows in Portland and'S) advice to new widows. 
(Refer to Appendix 6 for complete questionnaire.) 
The demographic information gathered was age of widow, years ma~­
ried, length of time widowed, number of children, number of children 
living at home, joint income before husband IS' death, widow's present 
income, lev,el of education for each spouse and type of occupation for 
each spouse. 
-

9 
Before administering the questionnaire, it was again explained to 
the widows that the purpose of this study would be to find more informa­
tion about the problems of widowhood. Although their information would 
be used, they were told that their names would remain annonymous. In 
addition, the comment was made that through their information the poten­
tial existed to help future widows. in their adjustment problems. 
The questionnaire consisted of twenty questions plus a self-rating 
depression scale and a social readjustment rating scale. The entire in­
terview averaged one and one-half to two.hours per subject. 
REPORTING AND UTILIZATION 
The information gather.ed in this study will be discussed by citing 
case examples and making inferences based on the assumptions previously 
mentioned under the heading: "Guidel ines (Assumptions) For the Develop­
ment of the Study. II 
It is hoped that this study will fill some of the gap that is pres­
ently lacking in research about widowhood adjustment. This study does 
not claim to provide an in-depth report on the problems of widowhood 
adjustment, but rather provides a general overview about the problems 
entailed in being a widow. Since there were many relevant factors tn­
volved in the problems of widowhood adjustment and lt was possible to 
only touch upon them briefly in this study, there exists a potential to 
stimulate other researchers to further investigate these areas. 
Before examining the assumptions made in this study, let us first 
review the research that has been conducted in the area of widowhood. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND SCOPE OF WIDOWHOOD PROBLEMS 
In the past fifty years, the U.S. has 'seen a continuous and sub­
stantial rise in the number of widows. In 1970, there were approxi­
mately 12 mill ion ,widowed persons in this country, of whom 10 million 
or 85% were women. Approximately 25% of the 12 million were less than 
65 years of age.. Those widows whose husbands died of natural causes, 
had been widowed for an average of 18.5 years. These statistics show 
that widowhood is not merely a problem of the elderly; it involves a 
considerable proportion of the people in this country and may represent 
a lengthy period in their lives. 1 It is predicted that by the year 
2000 there will be 30 million widowed per'sons in the U.S".2 
During the past several decades, the widowed female has been out­
distancing her male counterpart by a continually widening margin. By 
1970', the ratio of widows to widowers had risen to more than 4 to 1. 
This growing excess of widows in the U.S. is due to three factors. 
First, ~he mortality rate among women is lower than among men, conse­
quently larger numbers of women reach an older age. Second, wives are 
usually younger than husbands and even without sex differences in mor­
. 
i', 
lRuby Banks' Abrahams, "Mutual Help for the Widowed," Social Work (September, 1972), pp. 51-61." -. 
2Vanc~uvering, Virginia A., Workshop on Widowhood Adjustment in 
Seattle, Wa. (Spring, 1976). 
ill 
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tality have a greater likelihood of outliving their husbands. Third, 
the remarriage rates among the widowed are higher for men than for 
3women. 
Thus, widowhood is becoming a major phenomenon of American society. 
Yet thi.s inevitable and universal phase of life is little studied. In 
recent efforts to gi~e attention to the latter stages of life, social 
scientists have seemed to concentrate on the problems of the aged popu­
lation. Specifically, data on the aged are often not distinguished with 
respect to widowhood status; consequently exact information concerning 
the widowed becomes difficult to ascertain. Moreover in most recent 
research, differences in levels of functioning as well as differences 
in backgrounds and experiences are ignored; social class and cultura.1 
values are typically not considered; and many other important socio­
4economic variables are put into the all-inclusive category of nthe aged u • 
The 'fact ,that a substantial majority of widows in the U.S. does not fall 
within the usual definitions of the aged population is frequently ig- , 
nored. For example, ,about 1/5 of the new widows each year are under 45 
years of age and their situation is in many respects different from the 
5
widowed of later ages. And in this same vein. the divorced, separated 
and widowed are frequently combined into a Single statistical category. 
This further obscures' specific data with respect to w1dowhood. 6 
Another major'reason for the lack of research about widowhood 
3Felix M. Berardo, "Widowhood Status in the United States: 
Perspective on a Neglected Aspect of the Family Life Cycle," the Family
Coordinator (July, 1968), pp•. 191-203. 
4Ibid. 
5Ibid • 
6Ibid. 
12 
centers around cultural taboos associated with the phenomena of death. 
Such taboos become engrained at a relatively early age and the influ­
ence seems to persist throughout the entire life cycle. Krupp and 
Kligfie1d have noted that many factors in the U.S. operate to prevent' 
a direct confrontation with the reality of death: 
Much in our American culture conspires to remove death 
from our minds and even our feelings. In television, the 
movies, and other expressions of our mores, emphasis is on 
the preservation.of youth and the denial of aging. Death,
though threatening and difficult to handle, is made remote. 
Social Security and the proliferation of nursing homes have 
facilitated the removal of many elderly and severely sick 
persons from the family circle••• Death has become ~or us 
foreboding, frightening, repugnant and mysterious. . 
Finally, it should be noted that with medical and technological 
advances, death is increasingly becoming an experience of the aged. 
They are usually retired from work, free of parental obligations and 
often absent or outside of the mainstreams of family life. Death of the 
elderly seems to have become less relevant as they are to the functional 
workings of contemporary society. Death and widowhood· simply do not 
compel much ~ttention.8 
In regard to the above, Abrahams points out that in all non-West­
ern societies, structured ritualized roles are offered to the widowed. 
These roles give security and help the person adjust to loss of a 
spouse. Yet in the U.S., widowed persons have little structure or sup­
~ 	 port to guide them -- there is no defined ro1e.and no expected behavior 
patterns for the w1dowed. 9 
7Ibid • 
8Robert Fulton, "Death, Grief, and Soc1al Recuperation," Onega
1 (1970), pp. 23-28. 
gAb h' .'.ra ams, OPe :Clt. 
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In a study of services available to widows. Silverman concluded 
that after the initial 'phase of grief, there are few caregivers for the 
widowed. 10 Lopata said that the majority of widows she studied, felt 
that no one ~elped them during the period- of grief and subsequent re­
adjustment. After the funeral, family members go their own ways, the, 
funeral director' and clergy who helped with the initial arrangements 
rarely carryon with'caregiving and the widow is left alone in totally 
new life circumstances for which she has little or no preparation to 
deal with.ll 
GRIEF 
Grief is a normal process and should not be treated as a psycho­
logical problem. The direction of the grief reaction and ~he manner 1n 
which a person finally adjust~ to his loss depends upon the success of 
-the grief work, i.e. freeing the widow from the emotional bondage to her 
husband and the formation of new relationships. Anormal grief reaction 
may last anywhere from 6 months to 3 years and after that point, it is 
considered to b~ detrimental to her functioning effectively. When some­
one avoids the pain and emotion associated with 'grief, a morbid grief 
. reaction may appear in the future. 12 
Stages of Grief 
1. The first stage is that of shock and djsbe1ief which occurs 
upon learning of the spouse's death. S~e people 9Q through this stage 
10Ibid. 

llIbid. 

l2Fu1ton, Ope cit. 

... 
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of shock and are able to express their feelings while others feel 
"numb". The numbness refers to the person being cushioned from the 
act of pain. During this stage of shock, the person is unable to ac· 
cept the loss of a mate. Shoc'k usually continues through the funera1. 13 
2. Emotional release -- Acute episodic pain -- outbursts of cry­
ing. If a person does not cry during this stage, it may be expressed 
in other forms. 14 
3. Physical and emotiona1 reactions 
a. fncrease in accidents 
b. somatic symptoms 
1. tig~tness in throat 
2. choking with shortness of breath 
3. need for sighing .~ -. ~_ < 
:t:A..!, . ~- 11.. 
4. 	 empty hollow fee1)'t~.tr.ts:1~.~~· 
. ~. rJf~··lt 
5. lack of muscular power
I • • 
6. problem with digestive system 
a. ulcers 
b. colitis 
c. slight sense of unreality 
d. feeling of emotional distance from people 
e. sometimes people appear shadowy or very small l5 
4. Impact -- During· the stage of impact, three quarters of the 
13' Murray c. Parkes, "Effects of Bereavement on Physical and Men­
tal Health - A Study of the Medical Records of Widows," British Medical 
Journal 2 (1964), pp. 1-15. . 
14Ib1d. 
15Ibid. 
15, 
widows experience recoil -- looking back to the way it was with their 
husband. This experience of recoil is expressed by means of: 
a. pain 
b. anger at her husband for leaving her 
c. guilt as a means of punishing herself for being angry at 
her husband for dying or for leaving any unfinished business such as 
doing things you could have done or should have done, but did not. 
d. confusion and preoccupatiQn with the deceased husband -­
the widow finds it very difficult to shift her thoughts away from the 
deceased husband.' 
e. restlessness 
f. identification - the widow searches and identifies with the 
things her husba~d liked such as renewing his magazine subscriptions and 
making foods he liked. 
g. depression - the widow feels like there is nothing to live' 
for and nothing seems worthwhile. Thoughts of suicide may be prevalent
here. 
h. hostile reactions - the widow responds to others with irri­
~ 	 tability and anger. These feelings are of surprise to the widow and 
makes her feel like she is g01ng insane. 
, i. overriding fear - the widow is faced with the fear of being 
alone forever. 16 
5. Road to Recovery -- Three fourths of the widows make it to this 
stage. The road to recovery includes: 
a. slow recovery 
b. reorganization 
c. reassessment 
d. setting new goals 
e. letting go of the past and having life energy free for the 
present and the future. 
f. developing new life patterns17 
16Ibid • 
17 Ibid • 
16' 

Sa. Morbid Grief Reaction - One fourth of the widows remain in this. 
stage. 
a. resignation 
b. chronic depression 
c. delayed grief 

d•. hypochondria 

e. isolation18 
6. Outcome - The successful work of mourning takes a year or more. 
The clearest evidence of successful mourning is the ability tp remember 
comfortably and realistically both the pleasures and disappointments of 
the lost relationship.19 
Many 	 factors influence the outcome of. grieving process. Amajor 
•one is the importance of the deceased as a source of support. The more 
dependent the relationship, the more difficult it will be to resolve the 
loss. 'The degree of ambivalence toward the deceased 1s another. When 
persistent, unresolved hostile feelings persist, guilt can interfere 
with the work of mourning. The age ,of the deceased is another factor. 
The death of a relatively younger husband ~ay present more difficulties 
than that of an older husband. The widow with few meaningful relation­
ships, has a more difficult time effecting the detachment from her de­
pendence upon her deceased husband. The degree of preparation for the 
loss is a factor in that the death of an aged or incurably sick person, 
some grief work may go on before the death. Also the physical and men­
tal health of the mourner at the time of the loss is a determinant of 
l8Ibid~ 
19George L. Engel, IIGrief and Grieving," American Journal of 
Nursing 64 (September, 1964), pp. 93-98. 
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the coping capacities of the widow. 20 
ROLE IDENTITY OF THE WIDOW ~C\<A \ pYO PLe ~'-V) 
\£16(\ & \-'} 2_l~(~)j 
One does not recover from grief. It is more accurate to say that 
the woman realizes she must make an accommodation or adjustment from 
the role of wife to the' role of widow. The direction this role change 
takes is related to how much of the role of wife permeated ~he lives of 
these women. 2l 
The woman who works has a good part of her identity invested in 
her job -role. Her marital status m~y be irrelevant to this situation. 
Ev~n if she still maintains her image of herself as a wife, this does 
not create conflict' for her at Work and she can still function well 
there. However, the fact that a woman can still identify herself wi~ , 
an .intact role may postpone a confrontation with her new ~eality at 
" 
home. Some of these women find that 6 months or a year later they begin 
to feel lonely and mourn in a way they had not done before. 22 
}\ Awoman whose entire self was invested in being a wife .and mother 
wi,11 begin her career as a widow very quickly. Her life 1s suddenly 
empty and she has no meaningful role available to her, no one to share 
her daily life with. She has lost the opportunity for an intimate social 
and emotional relationship that for most ,people comes only in marriage. 
Unlike the working woman who has at. least one major role, these women 
have to develop new roles for themselves. 23 
20Ibid. 
2lphyllis Silverman, "Widowhood and Preventive Intervention,Il, 
The Family Coordinator (January, 1972), pp. 95-102. 
22 Ibid • 
23Ibld. 
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There are other roles available to the new widow. Sometimes her 
role as mother, sister, or daughter was more important than that of 
wife. Even with her husband's death, these roles do not change and she 
may continue wlth these as before. In an older population a woman is 
seldom the first to be widowed in her group and widowed friends provide 
her with a social network. However this may not be acceptable to her 
since she may not be able Uto accept herself as one of them yet. t,a24 
So the status transition the individual undergoes to become a 
widow can be described as starting when the new widow realizes this word 
applies to her. She has accepted the reality of her situation - her 
husband is dead forever, she is lonely, and is in much pain - but she 
may not be ready to act upon her recognition of this reality. Grief 
can really be seen as, an inner struggle not to assume to widow role, to 
deny the reality of the loss and to recapture and live in the past. 
When this fails, the widow can recover and her career as a widow begins. 
She will have to 1 ive with the "widow'· status until either she remarries 
or dies. It is here an educational process must begin for she finds her­
self in a social category long known to mankind but at the same time com­
pletely ignored by Western society. She has little social or religious 
tradition to guide her. 25 
PROBLEMS OF WIDOWHOOD 
Problems the widow must deal with are numerous. However interest­
ingly enough, attention, to the problems a widow faces is seldom given 
much recognition in widowhood research. If one does come across any 
24Ibid. 

24 Ibid. 
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references to widowhood problems, it is generally of a statist~cal na­
ture -- little if any description of the problem accompanies the statis­
tics. Throughout the literature search, the only problems of widowhood 
mentioned were loneliness, uhfriendly friends, feeling like ~ 5th wheel, 
finances, and employment. 
Loneliness 
Though the problems each widow experiences varies, there seems to 
be one common difficulty among them -- that of loneliness. Lopata, in 
-her studies about widowhood devotes much of her work to the problem of 
loneliness. Finding that loneliness covered a broad range of different 
experiences, she sought to categorize different aspects of loneliness. 
She found that widows were lonely for their husbands as: 1) a total 
individual, a unique person; 2) an object of love; 3) the person making 
them· an object of love; 4) a partner or companion in activities; 5) an 
escort in couple-companionate relationships; 6) someone with whom to 
talk; 7) a partner in a division of labor within the home or tying her 
to the economic and social world; 8) someone around whom work and time 
are organized; and 9) someone around the house. 26 
The most lonely and frustrated widows seemed to be the ones who 
expected someo.ne to take over the relatio~a1 or task duties previously 
performed by the husband, and who are without ~uch help. The least 
frustrated widows appeared to be those who had some sort of social net~ 
work available to them or relationships developed since the husband's 
death. The availability of a social network seemed to allow the widow 
to redistribute some of the rights, duties and sentiments previously 
26Helena Z. Lopata, Widowhood in ~ American City (Boston: 

Schen~an Publishing Co., 1973), p. 149. 
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focused on the husband and/or served as more than substitutes for ~heir 
past life styles. 27 
Unfriendly Friends 
Many widows feel a strain with friends 1n the early stages of 
widowhood. Widows often report that friends avoided them, felt uncom­
fortable about what to say and feared ~he widows would express their 
grief and despair, and loneliness. 
Feeling Like A Fifth Wheel 
This problem was prevalent among women who had shared many couple 
friendships with their husbands. Younger widows often seem to feel that 
their.women f~iends now regard them as threats out to get their husbands 
as sexual partners or mates. Other widows say they feel uncomfortable 
going places without male escorts, so they do not go. 
Finances 
Because the majority of widows ar~ aged, their economic circum­
stances are usually below average. A special survey of widows 55 years 
of age or older showed that about 2/3 of the husband's total assets were 
. worth 1 ess than $10,000; 41~ of the husbands 1eft assets worth 1 ess than 
$5,000. Census data on the aged shows that median income of the widowed 
as a group is less than $1,200 per year.28 
It is true that life insurance has become a .principal defense 
against the insecurity and risk of widowhood in our society. Neverthe­
less, it has been the experience of investment bankers and· the 1 ike that 
27 Ibid • 
28Berardo, Ope cit. 
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few female survivors are capable of handling the economic responsibili­
ties brought about by the husband's death because they know little 
about matters of real estate. mortgages, contracts, stocks, bonds, and 
property matters.29 
Widowhood and Employment 
Due to the serious economic problems many widows encounter after· 
their husband's death, many find it essential to seek employment. This 
is especially true if the widow has dependent children at home. While 
women entering widowhood at older ages are not as likely to have depen­
dent children in the home, they are often faced with economic problems 
since Social Security benefits only provide for minimum necessities. 
The obstacles these women must overcome to gain employment are difficult. 
Typically these women have been absent from the labor market for years 
and are at a severe disadvantage with respect to occupational and educa­
tional demands of current employment. In addition they are often con­
fronted with pervasive and subtle discrimination by employers who do not 
want to hire older women. Since the majority of widows. particularly 
older ones, are una~le to support themselves, many are partly or wholly 
dependent on the assistance 'of relatives and public funds -- and still 
many widows live in economic circumstances that are far fr~ satisfac­
tory.30 
, 
Widows who have obtained employment are heavily concentrated in 
the low paying jobs. Less than one-tenth of all widows are employed in 
technical or professional occupations. In any case, research indicates 
29Ibid. 

30Ibid. 
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that playing a role in the productive economy ;s predictive of a favor­
able adaptation to widowhood. The acts of preparing for work carrying 
out one's tasks and returning home are viewed as being intimately 
connected to feelings of personal worth, self-esteem and significance 
in life. 3l 
~ 
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH OF THE WIDOW 
In conside~ing the topic of physical and mental health of the 
widow, it is helpful to 109k at the Social Readjustment Rating Scale 
developed by Holmes and Rahe. This, scale was based upon previous re­
search that showed changes in ongoing life patterns are significantly 
associated with times of illness onset. Simi1iar1y the relationship of 
life stress, emotional stress, object loss and illness onset has been 
shown. Items on the Social Readjustment Rating Scale. pertain to such 
topics as the nuclear family, occupation, economics, group and peer 
relationships, recreational activities and edu~ation. The common tie 
among all events on the Scale is that all called for some adaptive or 
coping behavior by the individual. On the scale, different transitional 
events are assigned a value from 11 to 100, the higher values being in­
dicative of more stress. Death of a spouse is assigned a value of 100, 
wi'th divorce being second with 73 points. 32 
Recent research seems to confirm that widowhood presents serious 
personal difficulties and mental health problems. Empirical research 
has demonstrated that the widowed have higher death rates, a greater 
. 31 Ibid. 
32Thomas Holmes' and Richard Rahe, "The Social Readjustment Rating 
Scale," Journal of'Psychosomatic Research, 11 (1967) pp. 213-218. 
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1· incidence of mental disorders and a higher suicide rate than their mar­
ried counterparts. 33 
There also has been research conducted giving statistical confir­
mation to the hypothesis that death in a family produces an increased 
post-bereavement mortality rate among close relatives. with the greatest­
increase occurring among the surviving spouse. At present little is 
known about the primary link between bereavement and mortality. Person­
ality factors. social isolation, age (old people withstand bereavement 
better than young), and the nature and the magnitude of the loss all 
seem to be important factors. When the bereaved person is supported by 
a united and affectionate family, when there is somethi.ng left to live 
for, when the person has been adequately prepared for the loss. there 
will seldom be much need ,for professional help. However, when the 
bereaved person is left alone in a seemingly hostile world, when the 
future is black and the loss ·has not been prepared for, help may be 
needed. 34 
MODELS AND EXAMPLES OF SERVICE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR WIDOWED 
There are three ~ajor models of service programs available for 
widows. All three models operate on the premise that the goal of help­
ing the widow is not to abolish grief. Rather it is to help the widow 
adjust to life as a single person and to be able to live with grief. 35 
33Serardo, Ope cit. 
34Ibid. 
355. Donna Lind and Donna Jette, Handbook on widowhood Adjust­
ment, July 1975, p. 8. 
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Widow to Widow Programs 
This program was developed in response to the finding tha~ most 
caregivers who would normally be available to the widow were fearful of 
a bereaved individual, attempting to shut off her mourning prematurely 
and then withdrew while there was still a great need. 36 This program 
views widowhood as a natural process and does not use professionals 
who might connote a psychological problem. Widows themselves are used 
as outreach workers. These widow aides contact new or recently widowed 
women and try to establish a relationship with them. 37 
One such widow to widow program was using widow aides as outreach 
workers and was sponsored by the Department of Psychiatry at Harvard 
Medical School and had been in operation for three years. In this pro­
ject, the target population was the young widowed. a group of people 
who have a high risk of developing serious emotional illness. The phil­
osophy utilized by the widow aides in this project is discussed below. 38 
The widow aides believe that a" first step of recovery for the 
widow is the need of the widow to change from seeing herself as married 
to thinking of herself as widowed. Here the widow must learn to make 
decisions independently without the help of her husband. "She needs to 
learn to be alone. Finally, widows face a growing need to make friends 
and be out with peopl e. 39 "" 
As for decision-making, in the early stages of widowhood. the aide 
36Silverman, Ope cit. 
37phy1lis Silvennan, liThe Widow as a Caregiver in a Program of 
Preventive Intervention with Other Widows," Mental Hygiene. 54 (October,
1970), pp. 540-547. 
38Ibid • 
39Ibid • 
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will give dire~t advice when the widow is very confused and needs direc­
tion. In the latter phase, the aide usually gives encouragement, ideas, 
support and emphasize~ the need for the widow to act for herself. 40 
To cope with loneliness, the aide helps by being available, at 
least by phone. Some widows try to avoid loneliness by never being 
home while others put all their energy in to taking care of their chil­
dren. The aides try to help the widow by finding a middle of the road. 41 
To help widows make new friends. aides help widows find other 
groups of "singleU people where theY'find COITIIIOn interests and/or may 
try to get these widows to reach out to other widows in their area who 
have refused to s~e the aide or a physically disabled. 42 
Through the widow to widow programs, it is hoped that the recipi­
ents will move to becoming the providers. As a provider of services, 
the widow develops a greater sense of independence and' self-worth. As 
far as this goes, Harvard's sponsored widow to widow program is able to 
achieve this, it should be able to accomplish its goal of preventing 
emotional breakdown in the new widow. 43 
Widowed Service Line 
A second model of service program for widows is called a Widowed 
Service Line (WSL). This is a hotline where volunteer widows and' 
widowers answer phones. 
One such WSL was established and carried on for three years as a 
40Ibid • 

41 Ibid • 

42I~id. 
431bid. 
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demonstration project in Boston. Information was gathered from a total 
of 570 calls. Calls were classed according to major problems: 1) lone­
ly - wants to meet people, 37%; 2) 20% were lonely in the sense that 
they wanted a listener; 3) 221 wanted specific information; 4) 16% 
wanted to know more about the WSl; 5) 5% wanted to volunteer for the WSL.44 
It was found that widows who called within the first year of be­
reavement usually needed an understanding listener. From the second to 
sixth year of bereavement the caller was in the recovery stage in which 
the stress passed and the individual has developed new functioning roles 
and is once again oriented to past, present, and future. At this point, 
the individual was reentering the social system and was looking for new 
roles and wa's interested in building a new network of social relation­
ships.45 
The younger widows were more interested in seeking new social re1a­
tiQnships than older ones. The older widows looked more for a listener 
and were more likely to need help with specific problem~, other than 
s~c;al ones. 46 
It was found that widowed' callers under 40 years old were similar 
to those over 60 in that their presenting problems were oth~r than social. 
E'ighty-three percent of the widows under 40 had children living at home 
and called mainly due to problems concerning single paranthood. It also 
appeared that widows while raising children need less help than other 
widows making new friends. This may be due to the relationship with 
44Abrahams, op. cit. 

45Ibid. 

46Ibid • 
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children being emotionally sustaining and/or children's activities may 
bring the parent into social networks. 47 
When these 570 widowed people were asked who has helped most with 
grief and subsequent readjustment problems, 46% said relatives, 21% said 
no one helped them, 22% replied friends, 4% ,said other professionals, 
4% received help from clubs and groups and 3% felt clergy very he1pfu1. 48 
These widows were also asked about their social life. Sixty-nine 
percent of these people felt they were isolated, 22% r~ported they had 
an active'soc'ia1 life while i7% said that bereavement was too recent for 
social activities.49 
Most callers contacted WSL on their own initiative, but a relative 
or friend called for 11% of them. Often these concerned relatives or 
friends felt unable to give the widowed person the help needed. Some 
persons referred in this way had serious psychological difficulties; 
some were in a state of extreme depression, or even at the point of 
threatening suicide. These disturbed cl11ers were referred to vo1un­
te~rs who had four or five years of experience and had developed a high 
skill level. The aides followed through with all seriously disturbed 
callers, maintaining contact until the crts1s was passed. Often the 
aides persuaded such callers to seek professional help. Many telephone 
conversations with these callers lasted from one to three hours, often 
late at night. The aides were always available for emergency calls.' 
They intensively followed through on most of these callers for two to 
47Ibid. 

48Ibid. 

49Ibid. 
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three months. 50 
Lecture Format Of Widow Programs 
The final model of widow service programs is the Lecture Format. 
(This is the model that i.s used in Portland, Oregon). The purpose of the 
widow to widow program utilizing the lecture format is to jointly serve 
, as a therapeutic function and social function. Sponsors of these pro­
grams have regular meetings for widows and widowers with guest speakers 
on relevant topics. One month the meeting deals ,with psychological 
issues dealing. with problems of widowhood adjustment and the next month 
with more concrete issues such' as finances, insurance, deeds ••• During 
these lectures, ·group discussion is always encouraged. 51 
The second half of the meetings are a social gathering in which 
coffee and cookies are served. This portion of the program is just as 
important as the first half in that it provides the widow the opportun­
ity to become involved with others and helps· them to establish new social 
relations. 
The lecture format model is good for developing a feeling of group 
membership and for reassuring the widow. that her problems are shared by 
others. It also creates a situation where those attending may develop 
an informal network of support and friendship for one another. 
As should be evident from this literature review, there are many 
areas in which research about widowhood is severely lacking. Perhaps the 
problems of widowhood, as briefly discussed in this review. best exempli­
fies this neglect in research. In the next chapters, an in-depth look 
will be taken at this much neglected aspect of widowhood. 
50Ibid • 
51Lind and Jette, op. cit. 
CHAPTER III 
PROBLEMS OF WIDOWHOOD 
It is our impression that widowhood is so common--affecting three 
. out of four women--that it must be considered as a natural stage in the 
life cycle. Encompassed in this stage is the transition from the role 
of wife to the role of being a widow. This is a difficult task partic­
ularly in a society where the role of widow ;s undefined. One very 
impOrtant aspect involved in completing this transition is the widow's 
acceptance of herself as a Single person. This is sometimes postponed, 
though, when the widow experiences varying degrees of role ambiguity 
associated with vague and contradictory expectations for appropriate 
behavior. S~ch expectations inclUde: 1) When to terminate the mourn­
ing period. It is expected that the wi~ow mourns, but· if her mourning 
. is not long enough or is too long, she becomes stigmatized. 2) When 
is it "appropriate" to date again, and 3) How long should the widow 
.. wait before she considers marriage? If t~e widow marries too early, 
others may question the relationship she had with her husband. 
Thus, these role ambiguities force the widow·to search for her 
identity. She basically has three options from which she may choose to 
seek her identity. She may return to the same activities she had while 
her husband was living, depending on whether or not the presence of a 
male is required. Or, the widow may choose a completely new role and 
make a new set of friends. Finally, she may stay in isolation and per­
petuate the grieving process. The option which the widow chooses, will 
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influence the direction of the development of her self-identity. 
One factor plays an eminent role in adjustment 'to widowhood: our 
society's attitude toward death. The end result is avoidance of the 
subject of death, since one cannot escape from it. This avoidance is 
illustrated by: 1) society shielding children from death, 2) the con­
stance use of euphemisms, such as: the person has "passed on," "pa~sed 
away" or "gone to heaven" and 3) lack of contact with the dying person 
or the grieving family. It is even easier to avoid death because there 
are professionals, hospitals and nursing homes which now assume the, 
roles which the family once had during the pioneer days. Death may 
occur outside the home, further separating the living from the process 
of death. 
Generally, most people avoid close contact with the dying husband 
or the grieving widow and her family because they feel uncomfortable with 
the subject of death. Part ~f this feeling uncomfortable is not knowing 
what to say, fear that the widow will express grief and also, a grea~ 
fear that one day, 111" might also be 1n the same situa,t10n of becoming 
a widow. What th~ friends and family don't realize is that their lack 
of' contact with ,the widow only adds to the widow's grieving process. 
The widow is already -feeling one loss and to add the loss of friends and 
family, especially during a time when she needs their sup~rt most, 
makes her adjustment even more difficult. 
If we are brought up in a society where death is a taboo subject, 
how can we understand or help the widow adjust to the problems of widow­
hood? There is no doubt that this society needs to become comfortable 
with the subject of death by reading about and openly discussing it. It 
is because of this need for re-educating the publ ic 'that this explora­
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tion of the problems of widowhood was begun. 
Our respondents were asked to indicate the three most difficult 

adjustment problems they have had to face since becoming a widow. The 

widows indicated overwhelmingly that lonel iness was their most diff,i-' 

cult adjustment problem. In addition to loneliness, the other major 

adjustment problems (most mentioned to least mentioned) included: 

having no one around to fix things; decision making, finances, feeling 

uncomfortable in a couple-oriented society, going places where male 

escorts are expected, abandonment of friends and family and parenting 

alone. 

Widows concerned about loneliness referred,to a lack of compan­
ionshi p as a "void" or, "emptiness. It One widow stated, tI 11m used to 

going home and having somebody there. It,' The widows gave impressions of 

\...-. -. ' 
hav1ng no one to turn to, no one to do anything for, no one to do things 
with, no one to love them and having no one to lov~ They expressed 
--1 
feel ings of not knowing where to turn t disbel ief that the husba,nd is 
, suddenly gone and questioning whether life is worth living. One widow 
described loneliness as nShock ••• You can't believe that you're alone. 
Being blue, upset and weeping for 3 to 6 months. Finally you decide 
that you can It die because someone else died. II So, it seems, that a 
sense of a lack of companionship is the most prev~lent experience of 
loneliness. 
However, other experiences of loneliness were also expressed. A ' 
widow finding' eating alone as a difficult problem said, "I don't sit at 
the table, I eat on the davenport~ Not once have I sat at the table 
when live be~n alone. 1I One widow finding sleeping alone as a problem 
stated, uThe first five minutes before we'd go to bed we'd' kiss and talk. 
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I miss his stomach." Another aspect of loneliness mentioned was missing 
mutual love. This was described by a widow in her statement, "You miss 
the love you had--it's the little things you do for one another." So 
it ,is evident that 10nel iness is experienced in different ways. 
Following loneliness, the most.frequent response concerning the 
problems of widowhood was not having someone around to fix things. This 
was extremely evident when we interviewed one woman. Upon entering the 
widow's home, she immediately began to express her frustration with the 
condition of the house. She suggested that we have the interview out­
side, which meant that we had to walk through the living-room and the 
kitchen to get there.' As we wal ked ,through the kitchen she suddenly 
stopped and showed us those things that needed to be fixed--which her 
husband would have taken care of. In addition, she began to elaborate 
on all the other things that needed fixing in the house and how she was 
una~le to repair them herself. She kept referring back to what a handy­
man 'her husband had been. When we reached the outside area where the 
interview was going to take place, she immediately took us arou~d the 
garden area. She then pointed out the llpoor,condition" of the plants, 
, . 
shrubbery and grass, although we felt that the yard looked fine. The 
widow said that the yard work was her husband's hobby and obviously indi­
cated her frustration with not bejng able to maintain the garden area as 
her husband had. As she was talking, she became tearful and more frus­
trated with the whole situation. 
Having no one around to fix things is a definite probl~ for many 
widows. Agood part of this difficulty stems from our culture in which 
we have defined gender oriented tasks. Being a handyman is a male task. 
Now the widow finds herself as a single person and faced with the deci-' 
l 
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sion of learning to fix things herself or to rely on other males to fill 
the gap_ 
Closely tied in with the above, the third most frequently mention­
ed adjustment problem was indecisiveness. Decision making is difficult 
for the new widow who is in the grieving process. Shock, disbelief, 
numbness, loneliness and fear are feelings which suddenly envelop the 
widow. The intensity of these feelings make it diffic~lt for her to 
put almost anything in its proper perspective. Decisions of what meal 
to fix, what items to buy at the store, what clothes to wear are ex­
tremely difficult to make, let alone the decisions of whether to sell 
the house or give away the husband's personal belongings. Comments 
expressed by widows were: 1) "you suddenly have to make all your own 
decisions and there's no one to talk them over with. You don't know if 
you're doing the right thing or not," 2) IlMaking decisions by myself, 
even small decisions are hard to make" and 3) "making decisions was a 
difficult' adjustment. My husband did everyt~ing for 2~ years. I was 
really spoiled." From talking with these widows, it appeared that they 
had always had someone around with whom to discuss matters. Now that 
the widow is all alone, she is suddenly faced with forced independence. 
All decisions are hers alone to make -­
No one is right there to talk things over with, no one to 

give you support once a decision. is made. There's an over­

whelming feeling of what to do now. 

Almost all the widows interviewed advised that no major decisions should 
be made within the first year. 
- In addition to loneliness, having no one around to fix things and 
decision making" finances presented another major problem for many 
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widows. Financial security is a major factor in how one adjusts to 
widowhood. therefore. it will be discussed more fully in a later chapter. 
The most significant problem with finances is, of course, the loss 
of income, which has many ramifications for the new widow. Some of 
these ramifications are expressed by a widow who stated: 
It's catastrophic financially. His pension did not go to 
me. There was a loss of double salary., Family illness was 

a problem and took all our savings. He was ill for four 

years and I had tO'be with him. so I couldn't work. 

It appears that the consequences of loss of income revolve around whether 
the widow is able to maintain her status-quo--economically and/or 50­
'cla11y. For instance, many widows are unable to pay their bills. are 
forced to make a change of residence, are unable to develop new inter­
ests or maintain old ones and feel uncomfortable with their friends, 
because they are unable to maintain the same life ·sty1es they previously 
had had with them. 
Another problem which seems to exacerbate the problems of widow­
hood adjustment is the 'feel ing of being uncomfortabl e in a cou'pl e­
oriented society. .Widows have frequently used the phrase "feel ing 1 ike 
a 5th wheel" to describe their situation. This is well ~xpressed by 
the widow who was forced to build a different social life as the result 
of feeling like a tl5th wheel. 1I 
If you had companionship with married couples, you don't 
feel comfortable with them anymore, because you're the odd 
person. Therefore, you tend to be mostly with women in groups. 
Another widow stated, "You no longer fit into the natural niche of "Mr. 
and Mrs." 
Two other factors affect this feeling of being uncomfortable in a 
'\ 
I 
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couple-oriented society. The first deals with' the widow's own concern 
that her married women friends might consider her a threat, in terms of 
possibly taking their husbands away. The second is the widows concern 
about g01ng places alone. This difficulty is'aggravated when the widow 
goes places where male escorts are expected (bars. restaurants. etc.) 
Besides feeling uncomfortable in a couple-oriented society, some 
of the widows interviewed seemed to feel that abandonment by friends 
and family was also an adjustment problem of widowhood. One widow ex­
claimed: 
People deserted me. People,who I thought would stay with 

me all my life, deserted me. His family deserted me and we 

were real close. 
Abandonment to the widows seemed to mean: 1) lack of attention which 
ther so desperately needed at the time of their husband's death, 2) not 
having friends or family around on which to vent their emotions, 3) 
friends felt uncomfortable discussing the subject of death and, as a 
result, maintained little or no contact with the widow and 4) friends 
also maintained little or no, contact with the widow because the widow 
served as a reminder that their spouse might also die. The onset of 
,widowhood is a time when one needs emotional support, but due to the fac­
tors mentioned above, wid~ws often felt totally abandoned. One widow 
puts it this way: 
There is no one to listen to you or give you attention. 
No one realized what you're going through. Family, friends 
don't give me enough attention. You want to talk about it, 
but there's no one to listen. I wanted someone to spend
nights with me at the beginning. Everyone is afraid to open' 
up. You want ,them to understand, believe and call on you.

There are no phone calls and you want to talk about it. 
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As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, abandonment by friends 
and family due to the uneasiness with death, is' one of the major problems 
which hopefully can be overcome by public awareness of the ~djustment 
problems faced by the widow. 
Another widowhood adjustment problem which should not be neglected 
is that of parenting alone. This problem mainly existed for the younger 
widows. Those women who mentioned' this as a major difficulty feared the 
responsibility of raising their children alone. Previously, the widow's 
husband helped make joint decisions 1n child rearing, but now she is­
faced with being all alone in making decisions and carrying them through. 
One widow with two children living at home talked about her dependency 
on her husband to make many of the child rearing decisions. Now that all 
the decisions were falling on her shoulders. she expressed the fear of 
being ,s01ely responsible for her children's future. Thfs is a heavy 
burden the widow suddenly has to face. 
Concominent with the difficult adjustment problems of widowhood ­
mentioned above, is the widow's search for her· identity. She h,s been 
in 
. 
the role of wife for a long time and now is 
. 
forced by circumstances 
to give up this role and enter the role of widow. This role transition 
cannot be accomplished easily, since this society has-neglected to 1n­
clude widowhood as a continuing part of the life cycle. 
CHAPTER IV 
CULTURAL ROLES 
Awidow feels empty and incomplete because, like most 

women, she gained her identity through marriage. And when 

her husband died, there she was. Awidow. Empty. With­

out her husband to validate her existence. Without an, 

identity of her own ••• lt is sad that the progression of 

grief is so much more difficult for widows than for widow­

ers. But there is a, reason for it. Men do not think of 

themselves pr'imarily as husbands and fathers. They have 

been enoouraged to develop their full potential as unique

hUman beings. So when a man becomes a widower it is truly
a heartbreaking blow, but it does not spell an end to his 

whole way of life. He still has his identity through work,

through play, through living ••• The lesson is that women 

must learn to be more self sufficient, to live alone. 

Because the majority of women will have to eventually •••• 
The above is a brief excerpt from an autobiographic book~ Widow, 
by Lynn Caine. It seems a fitting and appropriate introduction to a 
chapter which will explore how culture influences our sex roles, our 
marital roles and finally how these rigid marital roles ultimately 
makes the widow's adjustment more difficult. 
Think a moment about the extent oU'r culture influences and shapes 
our, gender roles. At birth it has been found that the responses of par­
~ 
ents and other adults to newborn infants vary according to the sex of 
the child. Girls tend to receive fondling and petting kinds of atten· 
tion while boys are jostled and teased., Parents tend to talk more to 
male children, spend more time with them, buy them more toys, and allow 
them more freedom than female children who are far more protected, re­
stricted and controlled in 'their diily activities. ,Subtly' in, early 
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childhood, the stage is being set to channel females into dependent r~les 
while Males are channeled into independent roles. 
When it comes time to enter school, these gender role differences 
are further exac~rbated. In Kindergarten, girls are enco~raged to,en­
gage in' quiet "ladylike" activities like playing with dolls, singing, and 
painting. On the other hand, boys are encouraged to engage in action­
oriented end~vors like pl~~ing \lfith ~oldierst trucks and build.ing 
blocks. The majority of stories i~ books in elementary schools focus on 
the achievements of great male heros. Seldom, 1f ever, does one come 
across a story centering aro,und a woman's achievements. 
In junior high arid high school, mal.es and femal es receive further 
, preparation for their "proper" gender roles. Girls take home economics 
courses which offer.Jdv1~e on hair styling, dress, cooking and etiquette ­
anticipatory activities for their future roles as wives and mothers. 
Boys take shop ~ourses where they learn instrumen~l skills that they 
';:.. 
will heed in the future. 
,Examples of how our culture shapes 1II1es and fesnales into rigid 
gender roles during childhood and adolescence are endless. In general, 
it can be said that females are taught to be dependent people while 
males are taught to be independent people via cultural achievement'de­
, ' 
mands and high personal expectations. 
It should come of little surprise that when it comes time for mar­
riage, there is seldom a change seen in these rigid gender 'roles. The 
"independent" man· becomes the breadwinner; he must go out and earn a 
1iving to provide for h~s wife and family., The "dependent" woman's 
role usually cente~~ around the home; she i~ to look pretty, keep the, 
hOme clean, raise the lids, and' be the "WOIIan behind the man." 
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, This was the typical story for many of the women interviewed for 
this study and it was felt that we could safely guess that it also ap­
'plied to a majority of women in this country. At one point in the in­
terview, we questioned each widow as to her economic dependence upon 
the husband. One widow said, "Man is the head of the home. We set it 
up that way and had no problems with women1s lib. 1I Another widow 
stated, "I was dependent on him for everything. He made up ~is mind 
that I'd stay 1n the home and he'd go out a~d work.1I It should be 
pointed out that some of the widows who.wer~ interv1ew~d did hold jobs 
while the husband was still alive. But most of these women worked at 
what they described as "fun jobs" which served to supplement the hus­
band1s income to provide for the extra luxuries of life. One widow who 
had worked made a COlYlllent which stands out, in our minds. She said, "I 
had been 1n the semi-professional work force all of my years. My earn­
ings were more than his. I worked short~r hours so I'd earn less to 
build him up. II In this example, it is pretty plain to see that this 
woman wanted to keep her husband's male ego up. After all, man is sup­
posed to be the breadwinner and woman does not want to infring'e too far 
upon his territory. 
In addition to dependence upon the husband for economic support, 
we inquired about dependency upon the husband for emotional support. 
Although no definite conclusions can be drawn, it did appear that the 
very same women who were dependent upon the husband for economic sup­
port 'were also highly dependent upon the husband for emotional support. 
One widow when speaking about the emotional support her husband pro­
vided her said, "We talked together. He didn't want me to worry about 
anything, even when he was sick.1t Another widow said. "you1d better 
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believe it. I was dependent on him for everything." A third widow 
responded, "He was my backbone. I feel lost••• I'm riot like I used to 
t-
be. Now I'm weak. I'm not strong 1 ike before. It 
So it" seems rather evident that many couples still appear to abide 
by the traditional rigid gender roles, at least within our sample. The 
woman ;s primarily mother and wife with her role centering around the 
home, children, and husband. The man is the breadwinner and prov1der 
for the family. The researchers wonder i.f adherence to the rigid gender 
roles (i.e. the woman's economic and emotional dependency upon the man) 
could have some connection with satisfaction of the marital relation­
ship. At one point in the interview the statement, I&r was satisfied 
with my relationship with my husband" was evaluated by the widows ac­
cording to a self-rating scale. An overwhelming majority, .90% of the 
widows, strongly agreed or moderately agreed with this statement. Typ­
ical comments were "We had a real good life together ll and uHe was a very 
special person. I doubt if anyone could replace him". Only two widows, 
one whose husband had been an alcohoiic and one whose husband had been 
a schizophrenic, showed dissatisfaction with the marital relationship. 
It is interesting to note that both of these "dissatisfied" widows had 
. to perfonn the umal e gender duties" of being the economic provider and 
the eootional support for the marital pair. Perhaps satisfaction-with 
the marital relationship is related to the adherence of the male/female· 
gender roles. This is an hypothesis which needs further study. 
Not surprisingly, it seems that the widows in our sample, who were 
highly dependent upon their -husbands, had an extremely difficult time 
in adjusting to widowhood. Like most widows, loneliness seemed to be 
their biggest problem. But the loneliness of these widows seemed deeper 
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and more pervasive than the loneliness of other widows. Many of these 
women had been totally dependent on their husbands for everything and 
never had to be self directing and ma~e their own decisions. Some of 
these women did not know how to balance a checkbook, never even partook 
in a joint decision, never went anywhere alone... In addition to the 
problems, described above, the researchers found that the dependent 
women were often hit extremely hard in the financial realm by their hus­
band's death. Some of these women found themselves forced to live on 
social security or welfare - and often they coula not make ends meet. 
Those widows who were young and healthy enough to look for a job faced 
a multitude of problems. Some spoke of problems of low self-esteeM 
and lack of confidence in the abilities to function in the demands of a 
work role. In addition, these women had few marketable skills and 
little education to meet the demands of the present j9b market. Gener­
ally they found themselves qualified only for the most menial jobs. To 
add' to these handicaps, the widows frequently were faced with age dis­
crimination by employers. 
A,final problem which seemed to plague the dependent widows was 
having no social network. One widow said, "I always depended on my hus­
band for everything, rather than relying on'friends. We didntt make an 
effort to meet others, we mainly did things together." Often it appeared 
that while the husband was still alive, the couple did spend time with 
friends who were mainly people the husband had met at work. Yet after 
the husband died, the widows spoke about abandonment by friends or feel­
ing like a 5th wheel. An overwhelming proportion of such responses were 
made by these dependent women. 
\., 
We might conjecture that this rigid adherence to gender roles will 
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be breaking down, especially amongst the younger members of American 
society. The advent of various women's liberation groups which seems to 
trigger much consciousness-raising among females may be responsible for 
what appears to be a disintegration of the rigid gender roles. More and 
more of our institutions seem to be giving women the message that the 
roles of wife and mother are not the only roles open to them. Some 
women are realizing that they are equal to men and have the right and 
potential to pursue whatever they want - and this Most definitely in­
cludes a right to a career. Perhaps as'women learn that they can devel­
op their own identities and do not have to depend upon males (i.e. hus­
bands) for their identities, the tragedy of widowhood will not have so 
great an impact upon them. Hopefully women will become more independent 
and will have the strength, desire, and skills to pick up and start re­
building the world around them which collapses upon the death of the 
husband. 
."...,. 
.[ CHAPTER V 
AGE 
Although widowhood is largely a problem of the aged, (3/5 of the 
widows are 65 years and older), one cannot discuss the problems of 
widowhood adjustment without examining the differences between the youn­
ger and the older widow. 
One of the,major differences that exist in adjustment to widow­
hood for the younger and the older woman 1s the influence of the era in 
which she matured. Beginning in the late sixties and continuing through 
the seventies, societal attitudes have been geared towards independence. 
Th~ youn~er woman ,who matured in this er.a seems to be geared towards 
higher education, development of a career and maintaining an' equal part­
ner status within ,her marriage. The older woman. on the other hand, who 
matured prior to the forties, grew up in a society which dictated that 
..;/education was not as ,important for women, that women marry. young and 
I 
\ ' 
raise a family as their career and that women be dependent on men. 
Thus, in the marriage, the wife was very dependent on her husband as : 
provider and protector. 
So how does this change of societal attitudes affect the widow in 
her adjustment to widowhood? The younger widow, since she has been 
geared towards independence, is more likely to be involved in an ongoing 
career than the older widow. Being career oriented is important in mak­
ing adjustment to widowhood easier for three reasons. The first reason 
deals with the fact that a woman who works has a good part of her iden­
.,' 
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tity invested in her role as a working person and may postpone a con­
frontation with her new identity of being a widow. Secondly. a career 
is helpful in adjusting to widowhood. because it provides financial 
security. And thirdly, a career provides the opportunity to be in con· 
stant contact with other people, thus helping the widow to feel less 
lonely. 
For the older woman, raised in an era where ongoing careers were 
not accepted for women makes it especially difficult when she is forced 
to obtain a job in or~er to support herself. It is probable that the 
older woman who has never worked lacks the necessary educational and 
occupational skills to obtain a job in todays working market. This ap­
plies, as well, to the woman who had worked prior to marrying or in her 
early marriage, but has been absent from the job market for often times 
ten to twenty years. Furthermore, returning to school. after having been 
away from an academic environment for many years, not to mention the 
cost of the schooling, makes it difficult for her to develop the skills 
n~cessary to obtain a job. In addition, she is subtly discriminated 
against by employers who feel that they cannot count on an older person 
to work over an exten~ed period ·of time. 
Children remaining in the home seems to be another aspect which 
makes a difference in how the younger woman and older woman adjusts t~ 
widowhood. Usually it is the younger woman who is still in the pr~cess 
of raising her'children when she becomes a widow. Although raising 
~hildren alone was mentioned as a difficult adjustment problem to widow­
hood by many of the widows, it was still felt that the children helped 
dispel some of the feelings of loneliness that existed for the·widow. 
The children seem to create an atmosphere of love, laughter and quar­
. 
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re1l ing that permeates their surroundings, as well' as., occupy much of 
the widow's time. 
Besides keeping the widow from feeling lonely, children tend to 
force the widow to look towards the future for herself and her family. 
For example, one young widow had three children under the age of thirteen 
living at home and was expecting her fourth child in about seven weeks 
when her husband died. She explained that she suddenly was forced to 
examine what she and her family were going to do now that her husband had 
died. "Two days after my husband died I sat down with my family and 
said, 'Welre here now and where do we gO?' We need to make, short ter.m 
and long term goals." They decided as a family that the short term 
goals would include recovering the couch, buying a freezer, repairing 
the deck and buying a utility trailer. During the two and one half years 
widowed, all the short term goals were accomplished and they in turn, 
made new goals. Their long term goal was a trip to Disneyland, which 
they are still attempting to achieve. 
It is important for'the widow to begin to look towards the future 
. 1n order to make her adjustment to widowhopd easier, and children seem 
to be a great incentive for encouraging- the widow to move ahead. What 
seems t~ make this move possible 1s the widow's extra concern of raising 
her children properly, since she is now faced with parenting alone. 
In the case of the older woman who is suddenly faced with widow­
hood adjustme~t, the children usually have left home and have thei~ own 
famil ies. At least when the children left home, the o·lder woman was able 
to direct her attention towards her husband. Now her husband is also 
gone. Faced with living alone and no longer in the role of mother or 
wife, leaves the widow with pervassive feelings of I'emptiness" and 
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"lonel iness" . 
This sudden void that exists for the older woman is magnified if 
/' 
the husband was retired. Retirement provided both spouseslwith in­
creased time to spend together and, as a result, possibly intensified a 
dependency on each other for companionship. Many of the widows whose 
husbands were retired said they found it especially difficult to adjust 
to being alone, because the husband had previously been around 24 hours 
a day. 
f' 
Upon becoming widowed, the direction of the older woman's attention 
had once again been forced to change. The first time was when the chil­
dren left hom~. The" problem facing the older widow then becomes one of 
trying to fill the void that exists for her and find a new direction in 
life. 
Two of the factors which make it difficult for the older woman to 
get involved in activities and move in a direction towards creating a 
new life are her physical and health problems. Her bQdy begins to move 
rnore slowly, her vision begins to be impaired, and she may not be able 
.. 
.to think as clearly. She is likely to have an increased number of ill­
nesses, including heart problems, emphysema and so forth. These pro­
blems inhibit the older woman's maneuverability. 
i.- A typical example of an older woman's physical and health problems 
affecting her adjustment to widowhood is a 79 year"old widow, who was. 
interviewed for this study. ~he seemed totally distraught with her ~itu­
J<.- ation. After her husband died, her health changed "for the·worsen • 
Previously, her husband helped care for her, but now no one is available 
,-
to provide that care. She is on a special diet which requires much 
1.:: time' and energy for proper preparation of food. Further hampering her 
~ 
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daily activities is a recent hearing impairment. She is no longer able 
to attend church daily because cold weather gives her an earache. Until 
she is able to afford a hearing aid, her difficulties will be increased 
since she is unable to hear the telephone ring or the doorbell, thus 
further isolating her from involvement with the outside world. She 
kept repeating that she was lonely' and that she wanted to be aroUJd 
other people. 
This widow is by no means 1n the minority of the older women who' 
are widowed. Physical and health problems, can and often do, lead to 
social isolation for many. S~cia1 isolation has a def~nite impact on 
the widow's ability to find a new direction in life. Other factors also 
tend to contribute to this isolation.· 
One of the factors is that many of the older widows' friends avoid 
contact with the widow, because they are afraid of facing death. The 
widow is a reminder that they are getting old and that one of the part­
ners, most likely, will die within a few years. It's especially diffi~ 
cult for their women friends who realize the high probability that they 
will become widowed. 
Not only is it diffl'cult for the older aged friends to keep in 
contact with the widow, but also young people, thus furthering the 
widow's social isolation. Generally, it is found that younger people 
feel uncomfortable· around older people, especially i~ the older person's 
mental and physical abilities are degenerating. In addition, younger 
peopl e have ha.d 1ittl e contact with death and are unaware of how to 
deal with it. Younger people are also involved in their own lives and 
raising their own families, thus limiting the amount of time they have 
available for providing attent.ion to the widow. 
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Another factor influencing social isolation for the older woman 
is the likelihood that she and her friends will have physical and health 
problems which prevent them from being able to visit. 
Social isolation is further experienced by the widow who does not 
drive. Generally, it is the older woman who does not drive, because 
she grew up in a time where women were not expected to driv,e, since it 
was the man's responsibility. Not knowing how to drive limits the 
widow's accessibility to get invol,ved with others, as well as, continues 
r 
her dependence on others to take her places. This dependence becomes a 
problem since her husband is no longer available to provide' this ser­
, . 
vice, nor is anyone else available. One widow, 65 years old stated, 
:' 
nI'm depressed if I want to go somewhere. If someone says they'll take 
me somewhere, then they don It, it hurts my feelings. 1I Another widow 
said that her family keeps inviting her over, but that she has no way 
....... 
to get there. She does not like to call and bother them to come get her• 
Therefore, since the widow does, not know how to drive and is de­
pendent on others for transportation, social isolation becomes more of a 
. 
reality. Attending social activities where she may visit with her 
friends or develop new friendships becomes difficult. How can the widow 
find a new direction in life if she 1s faced with the phenomenon of 
t. social isolation? 
Social isolation as a phenomenon is not limited to the older widow. 
The younger widow also experiences as isolation after her husband dies, 
,., although'she has a much better opportunity to overcome this iso1ation. 
For example, younger widows most likely have children l1viflg at home 
and, as a result, the children's activities provide the widow .ith t~e 
1· opportunity to get involved in various social networks. The younger· 
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widow probably works, which would also provide her with the opportunity 
, Ii 
to constantly be in contact with the public and possibly develop new 
friendships. Another factor which prev~nts the younger widow from 
social isolation is that she typically drives a car. And finally, 
younger women have available more facilities in which they can meet 
other people. For example, the increasing number of single groups has 
made it easier for the younger women to meet other people. Over the 
past few years, singles groups and bars have becOme more socially accept­
able as a means of meeting people. 
In conjunction with the younger widow's increased availability of 
meeting other people is' the probability that more younger widows will 
remarry than the older widows. Being young and feeling like there is 
a good chance to remarry provides an incentive for the younger widow to 
want to continue to live and forsee a happy future. 
In examining the issues which influence the ~ounger woman1s and 
older woman's adjustment to the problems of widowhood, one must conclude 
that adjustment to widowhood for the old.er woman is more d1fficult than 
for the younger woman. In no way should it .be conceived that the younger 
woman does not have a difficult adjustment to widowhood, but rather she 
has more internal and external resources available ~o help her adapt to 
her new situation. Hopefully, there will soon be an answer for the 
widow who asked, "what future is there for a WOman 65 years old. 1I 
Age, however, is not the only factor which affects the future of 
the widow. Finances also seems to playa vital role in determining the 
widows future. 
at 
f? 
CHAPTER VI 
FINANCES 
The widow's financial situation has a major af~ect on her adjust­
ment to widowhood. She will most likely have a major decrease in income 
and, therefore, need to find some other means of support. For many of 
t 
th,e widows, there will be a fprced change in economic status, which may 
then reflect itself in a change in social status. In addition, manage­
ment of finances is often a new experience and a problem for the adjust­
ing widow. 
More often then not, the widow experiences a major decrease in 
inc,orne when the husband was the main breadwinner or when his dlsabil ity 
:; 	 income or pension was not transferable to his wife upon his'death. Some 
examples of decrease in annual income from widows interviewed in this 
study are: 1) $10,100 to $5,300, 2) $24,000 to $8,400, 3) $13,000 to 
$3,300,4) $6,000 to $3,000 and 5) $27,600 to $11,000. 
As a result of the sharp decrease in income, serious economic 
problems develop for the widow. Having to support herself and possibly 
a family, she often must seek employment as an economic supplement. 
For the older widow, the obstacles in the path of securing a job 
are much more serious. Because it is mainly the older widows who are 
unemployed, they are often less able to support themselves than the 
younger widows, and thus, become partly or wholly dependent on' assistance 
from children, relatives and public or private funds. Even though social 
, 	 security has broadened and substantially increased its benefits for the "" 
, . 
"'li' 
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widow, its benefits still fall short of meeting the older widow's basic 
needs. 
One of the widows interviewed, who is 79 years old is a prime ex­
.. 
ample of total dependence on public assistance which is unable to meet 
her basic needs. The widow presently receives, $3 from welfare and 
$176 from social seaurity each month or a total of $2,112 annually, 
clearly not enough to sustain even a barely adequate standard of living. 
t-	 Furthermore, this widow is 1n dire need of a hearing aid. She 
I 
went to get her 	$3 welfare check which she had just received and said,
.. 
1 
1111 need a hearing aid that cost $400 and'welfare said they won't pay 
for it."· Extremely upset, she said, "I don It, know what to do!" With­\ 
..J out a hea,ring aid she cannot hear the doorbell or the telephone ring and 
she wants very much to be in contact with people. She continued to say 
that she has lots of expenses, but that no money is coming in. lilt's 
" 
1-:. 	 a blg worry." She also mentioned that the house is in poor condition 

and that she is finanCially unable to hire anyone to make the necessary 

repairs. 

When the widow 	was asked wnat would be helpful in making her adjust­
\ 
,~ 
{ 	 ment' to widowhood easier, she stated very sadly, "financial help so I 
t 
'don't have to worry all the time and beg for charity.'" This widow, like 
... 
, 	 . 
many other widows, has a strong sense of pride, and asking for public or 
.... private assistance is a humiliation. What results is a feeling of help­
lessness, which therefore makes the adjustment to widowhood even more 
.. 
difficult.r 
!f­	 Another wi~ow who is 65 years old described her adjustment to /I 
widowhood as being more difficult because of her financial situation. 
,:If. 
She was forced 	 to change her place of residence, as well as obtain a job, 
~ 
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due to financial limitations. Before her husband died, their total 
annual income was approximately '$10,100. After he died, it sharply 
decreased to approximately $3,200. Her husband was a paraplegic the 
last ten years of his life and, therefore, received disability income. 
But he died of cancer, which made her ineligible to.receive his disa­
bility income payment after his death. Those payments had amounted to 
$600 a month. She applied for widows ben~fits from the Veterans Admin­
f-	 istration and she was able to receive $20.60 per ·month on the stipula­
!' 	
tion that she would not earn more than $100 a year. Thus, this widow's 
monthly income included $20.60 from V.A., $11.12 from school pension and 
," 	 $233.11 from soci'al security for a total of $263.83 per month. Like 
the previous example, this amount was insufficient to meet her needs. ' 
As a result, this widow had to move to a cheaper apartment and seek 
employment. She was able to obtain a part-time job at $2.60 per hour. 
,.. 

Hav~ng a job made her ineligible for the Veterans Administration bene­
;. 
.. fits·, but she real ized she could still earn more by working. This job 
enabled her to increase her income from $3,200 to $5,600 ~nnua11y. 
It is extremely unusual that a woman at the age of 65 is able to 
.. secure a job. The employer, a1~0 a widow, told us that the widow was 
having a very difficult time adjusting to widowhood and that she wanted 
~ 
, to help her as 	much as possible. 
JII­ A major difficulty which often occurs in conjunction with the 
widow's change in economic status is a change in her social status. The 
.... 
widow finds that she is unable to afford to do the things she used to,f 
f'" 	 such as continuing hobbies, going to operas and concerts, travelling, 

and so forth. Thus, she becomes uncomfortable around her friends who 

s.. 
'still do enjoy these activities. Suddenly, the widow realized she is 
..., 
. ' 
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now in a different social class. Closely' associated with this realiza­
tion is'the phenomenon of social isolation. 
One of the widows interviewed for this study experienced a change. 
. in social status and subsequent social isolation which resulted from 
her changed economic status. This widow is 66 years old and has been 
widowed for four years. While her husband was livi~g, their joint 
annual inc~e was $12,000. Presently, her annual income is $3,300 which 
.­ comes from social security. She described her situation as catastrophic • 
His pension did not go to her and most of the savings that ,she and her 
husband had accrued during the years were spent on doctor bll1s for her 
husband1s illness. In addition, she was unable to work during the four 
years of her husband's illness, because she had to attend him. She re­
..' 
turned to work as a nurse, but she stated that she' found her frustration 
level lower and that she was more nervous, as a result of the long term 
f 
care for her husband. Two years after her husband died, she had a heart 
.Il attack,(1974) and one year later, she had gall bladder surgery. To com­
plicate matters, her daughter had a nervous breakdown around the same 
time and the widow found that the rest of her savings went towards med­
II.t 	 ical care for her daughter. With her savings totally depleted and no 

longer working, this widow is now receiving $275.a month from social' 

~ 
security. 
10:­ The widow describes herself as being "socially isolated," because 
of her lack of finances. She says she canal afford to buy clothes, and, 
therefore, feels uncomfortable around her friends. In addition, she 
,~. 
\ 	 cannot afford to maintain or develop new interests, which further iso­

lates her from existing friends or prevents her from making friends • 

.... 
She said, 
" 
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I'd like to have more stimulating contacts as far as 

people and places are concerned. lid love to go to operas 

and concerts, but it's the money. 

She continued to say that she is a "prisoner" of her frustrations finan­
cially, socially and with her daughter. She says that she is "emotion­
ally-overloaded" and that she cannot handle things now. 
If things don't change life getting work, making friends 

and better health, I'm going to commit suicide. I'll give

it one more,year. " 

The financial stress that this widow is experiencing is,by no 
means atypical. Feeling helpless and hopeless, she is constantly trying 
to seek solutions to the problem, but feels it is an endless road. 
(This woman experienced the highest amount of stress points, out of all 
the women interviewed in this study, and therefore she will also be 
dis'Cussed in the chapter on "Stress and 'the Social Network, as Mrs. L.) 
One factor which should not be neglected in discussing the finances 
of the widow and their impact on her adjustment to widowhood, is the 
widow's sudden responsibility for managing her finances alone. More 
often than not, especially for the older widow, managing the finan~es is 
a new experience. Usually it was the husband's respOnsibility to make 
all the financial decisions and pay the bills. Many widows describe this 
phenomenon as having been the husbands' desire to protect them. In 
reality, though, this "protection" leaves the widow unaware of her finan­
cial situation and lacking in skills tn the area of finances. Thus, 
s~dden1y ~aving to assume the sole responsibility of managing the finan­
ces after the husban~'s death adds to the widow's difficulty in adjusting 
to widowhood. 
i 
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It becomes q~ite apparent that the fi~ancial situation of the 
widow has a major impact on her ability to adjust. In essence, the 
(-
widow is prevented from taking positive and appropriate steps towards 
developing a new direction in life, because of her stressful financial 
situation. The full impact of stress, which the widow experiences, 
will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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. CHAPTER VI I 
,­
STRESS AND SOCIAL NETWORK 
It is a well known fact that stress and the onset of physical 
and/or mental illness are related. Thomas Holmes and Richard Rahe' were 
.­ interested in this phenomena with special emphaSis on the intensity of 
f.. 	 stress caused by various life events. Holmes and Rahe developed a clus­
ter of 43 life events which pertain to major areas of significance in 
the American sociaf structure. There was one conmon theme among all of 
these life events - the occurrence of each required some adaptive or 
coping behavior by the individual involved, thus being indicative of a 
Significant amount of change in the ongoing 1ife pattern o.f the individ­
ual. Each life event was assigned a readjustment value, the readjust­
ment value measuring the intensity and length of time necessary to ac­
cOlmlodate the change. UDeath of a spouse" assigned a value of 100 was 
seen as the life event requiring the greatest degree of readjustment, 
followed by marriage with 73 points, ranging all the way down to "Christ­
mas" with 12 points. 
J~
. 
In this study we 	were interested in this stress/si~uation concept 
11'­ leading to the onset of illness in relation to widows. Since stress was 
equated to situational life changes by Holmes.and Rahe, we assumed that 
11­
these life changes would manifest themselves in symptoms of depression. 
It is important to remember that symptoms of depressive disorders can be 
,t;,.. 1Thomas , Holmes and Richard Rahe, liThe Social Readjustment Rating
Scale," Journal of Psychosomatic ~esearch, 11 (1967) p. 213-218. 
;.. 
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classified into four areas which were discussed in Chapter I. 
With the preceding in mind, we developed the following assumption: 
"Stress and depression caused by widowhood problems can lead to physical 
r 
and/or mental health changes of the widow, thus m~king her adjustment 
to widowhood more difficult." In an effort to gain some insight into 
this assumption, we administered the Social Readjustment Rating Scale 
and the Zung Depression Test to all interviewees. It should be noted 
that there is a self-rating statement on ·the questionnaire which stated, 
flOuring the 6 months prior to my husband1s death and 6 months after my
t 
husband's death, my health has changed.". And if widows felt their 
health had changed, they were asked to describe the changes. 
Speculations revolving around the above assumption based on infor­
t 
mation gathered from the widows as well as the literature review follows. 
Two of the five widows who were more deppessed than normal on the Zung 
r 
Depression Scale also experienced. serious health changes. Widows when 
asked to describe health changes prior to and after the husband's death 
described problems such. as losing weight, feeling tired, nervous, rest­
!'. 
less, being una.ble to perform simple tasks, crying, screaming, angry, 
lumps in chest, suicidal thoughts and arthritic attaCKS. 
At this point it should be noted that throughout the interviews, 
i'­
most widows had expressed feelings of confusion, emptiness, hopelessness, 
"" indecisiveness, irritability and dissatisfaction. As we previously indi­
cated, these symptoms are classified under psychological manifestations 
k.. 
of depression, often resulting from situational stresses - thus being 
" 
indicative of a mental health· change. However, when the widows were 
asked to describe health changes they experienced, these difficulties 
JV 
were seldom mentioned in respect to health changes. Rather the physio­
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logical symptoms were emphasized here by widows. So it appears that 
most widows interviewed had some sort of mental health change, although 
we had few direct responses on the question concerning health. 
There is little doubt in our minds that the situational stresses 
caused by the readjustment problems of widowhood previously discussed 
(being a 5th wheel, loneliness, finances ••• ) contributed greatly to 
these health changes. Generally these physical and/or mental health 
changes are worked through and adequately coped with during the normal 
grief process (described in the literature review) which is expected to 
I' 
last roughly one year. However if the widow 1s not able to adequately 
cope with her difficulties, serious long term physical and/or menta·1 
health changes can result. One wi~ow.said, 
About one year after my husband's death I started having
high blood pressure, became extremely nervous and was on 
f the verge of a.stroke. 
l' 

: .. Another widow sa id, 

Yes, I was tired, exhausted and nervous from the long 
t~rm care; I was never of a nervous temperament and that's 
why I noticed it; I had a lower frustration level - it took 
less to upset me; I had a heart attack 2 years after he died; 
r From comments like the above and symptoms of physical and mental 
health changes of the widows that we have diSCUSSed, little more comment 
;>. 
is needed on the relationship between stress and depression and health 
t'­ changes making widowhood adjustment more difficult. However, we did 
want to look at a related assumption which postulates, "If stress is 
~! 
high and the availability of a social network' is not developed, widow­
t hood adjustment is more difficult." We assume that if a widow has a 
satisfying social network (friends, immediate family, and relatives) to 
it: 
I 
I 
I 
I ' 
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whom she can turn, stressful problems of widowhood can be greatly mini­
mized thus leading to a better adjustment. 
Obviously, no one person or group of'people'could ever fully com­
pensate for the absence of the widow's' husband. But a well developed 
social network can prove a valuable resource for providing love, care, 
concern, kindness and attention for a widow who generally is needing 
much emotional support. For a widow, it surely would serve as a great 
I 
.... 	
relief if she could telephone a friend or relative to help~cope with her 
loneliness. Even better, would be having a friend or relative spend
f 
some time with her. According to our sample, often essential to the 
physical and mental well-being of a wiqow is having someone around to 
whom she can express her feelings about being a widow. Yet as already 
has been said, many people seem fearful of a widow's expression of her 
feelings. A few of the widows interviewed mentioned something to the 
effect that when they tried to express feelings to friends, friends 
(- withdrew or told the widow to stop feeling sorry for herself. By the 
way, the widow's ability to express feelings is considered an essential 
,­
cons~ituent to a healthy outcome of the bereavement period. 
'I 
In reference to the more concrete problems of widowhood such as 
having no one around to fix things, decision-making, a social netwOrk 
system could alleviate much of the widow's stress. The widow could call 
a friend or relative to help with household repairs, could contact some­
one perhaps to help her make an important decision which at this point 
r 
she may feel she cannot make alone ••• 
~ 

~ 
 Perhaps what we have said above seems elementary and simple to the 
reader. However an extraordinarily large number of women find them­
j" 
selves in total social isolation after the husband's death. Many of the 
f 
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interviewees said that friends and family were around the first few 
weeks after the husband's death but were seldom heard from or seen again. 
Perhaps they just did not understand the great need a widow has for their 
support. 
A brief look at Mrs. l., a widow interviewed for this study, may 
help clarify the concepts of stress and social network discussed in this 
chapter. 
Mrs. l. is 66 years old, had been married for 36 years and 
has been a widow for the past 4 years. Mrs. lis husband had 
been an alcoholic for the 20 years preceding his death. Mrs. 
L., said that because of her husband's drinking problem, they
had few friends and seldom, if ever, saw relatives. Mr. L. 
had been seriously ill for the 4 years prior to his death, 
forcing Mrs. l. to quit her job and stay home to care for him. 
Mrs. l. was a~ministered the Social Readjustment Rating Scale 
and had a total score of 632 indicating the presence of an ex­
treme amount of stress. Stress seemed to be related to the 
loss of her husband, her own poor hea1th"the loss of her job, 
health problems of her daughter, a decreased'income, a change

in church activities, a change in social activities and fewer 

, family get-togethers. 

- When the researchers inquired about Mrs. Lis present social 
network, it appeared that she had a very poorly developed one, 
one which further decreased after her husband's death. As for 
her family, the only relative she had contact with was a sis­
ter who lived in Portland. She generally went out with her 
sister once or twice, a week but was seldom invited to spend
time with her sister's family.
Mrs. l. spoke frequently about having few friends and seldom, 
partaking in recreational activities. Her comments indicated 
that she had often been hurt by people and found it difficult 
to form good friendships. Mrs. l. claimed that few people she 
knew were intellectually stimulating and she did not know how 
to meet that type of ,person. Rather, she seemed to feel it 
was better to be lonely and isolated rather'than to have "un­
stimulating" friends, even though this was an extremely pain­
ful situation to her. Mrs. l. had a similar attitude towards 
recreational activities indicating that operas and concerts 
offered her stimulation. However, because her husband's ill­
ness used up their life savings, coupled with the loss of his 
pension and her job~ she could no longer afford the stimula­
ting social activities. So she sat home all alone. 
Mrs. l. was tired and exhausted after the long term care of 
her husband. She had also become extremely nervous and was 
frustrated easily. About 2 years after her husband's death, 
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she had a heart attack. Less than a" year ago, she had gall
bladder surgery. 
Overall, Mrs. L. appeared to be a very unhappy, isolated 
person without much hope for a brighter future. Towards the 
end of the interview, Mrs. L. stated that she needed to find 
friends, wanted a job and improved health. She said she 
would be willing to wait another year for these things ~ if 
not suicide was a definite consideration for her. 
So typically a widow may be an older woman, one who seldom gets 
out of the house, with few or no contacts with friends and relatives ­
leaving her in virtual isolation. Can 1t really be of any great sur­
r 
prise that widows experiencing a high amount of stress and who having. no '" 
social network to turn to~ often faces insurmountable obstacles in ad­
justing to problems' of widowhood? Perhaps this can account for empiri­
cal findings. showing that the widowed have higher death rates, a greater 
incidence of mental disorders and a higher' suicide rate than their mar­
ried counterparts. 2 
, In order to help prevent the development of mental disorders, and 
possible suicide, we felt the necessity to include a chapter of sugges­
tions to make widowhood adjustment easier for new widows. 
;­
( 
2Felix M. Berardo, "Widowhood Status in the United States: 
Perspective on a Neglected Aspect of·the Family Life Cycle," The Family
Coordinator (July, 1968), p.. 196. ­
~ 
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CHAPTER VI I I 
SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW WIDOWS 
During the course of this study we have often he~rd it said that 
a woman who is a widow is the only person who can understand the full 
meaning of what someone else experiences during widowhood. With this in 
mind it seemed most appropriate that a chapter focusing on suggestions 
and advice that would be helpful for a new widow in dealing with widow­
hood problems should be largely written by the experts themselves, 
other widows. And this chapter was. 
The question upon which this chapter is based is, "What advice 
would you giv~ to new w~dows?tt The most frequently given response was 
to get involved and keep busy. Underlying this response seemed to be 
the.realization of how great a problem loneliness is for the new 
/ 
widow. 
As Many widows indicated; when first widowed they found themselves with 
a great deal of.time on their hands. They sat around feeling sorry for. 
themselves, dwelled endlessly on the subject of their husbands' death 
and generally made themselves miserable. 
Activities the widows suggested to k~ep themselves busy varied. 
Some widows emphasized the need to keep in contact with old friends 
especially those people who are willing and wanting to be supportive of 
you, One widow said, "During ~he first few months after becoming a 
widow, I talked to friends everyday. It really cheered me up,1t Again 
it was emphasized by our interviewees that other widowed friends were 
the best people to turn to. On the other hand, other widows said that 
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you must not depend on old friends and you must strive to make a new 
life for yourself. And a constituent part of the new life seemed to be 
the formation of new friendships through social activities. As one 
widow mentioned: 
The chances of getting remarried are slim So you may as 
well have friends whom you can depend upon to be there if 

you need or want some company. 

Widows also suggested that through jobs, work in voluntary organiza­
tions, membership in clubs and widow groups, card playing, classes and 
travel', the new widow will have excellent opportunities to meet people. 
One of the more energetic widows when speaking about getting involved 
and keeping busy said: 
Get out and go places. I joined clubs (Odessy, Sr. Citizens, 
,Steelhead, Mushroom Society). I got recreational and physical 
. activity. I made up my mind to seek companionship and/friends
and not to sit around. I took night classes (sewing, cooking, 
upholstery, stitchery, Spanish) to fill my nights and not feel 
sorry for myself. I met new friends and got out. I haven't 
',lost married friends, they still invite me over. And I also 
started travelling. Finally, I took in a boarder with a child 
to help cope with my loneliness. 
Closely associated with the above suggestion of getting involved 
and keeping busy was further advice which basically stated that widows 
should have a positive attitude about the future. Interviewees who gave 
this advice seemed to say that widows should not'try to forget about the, 
past; rather they should remember t~e good things from the past and be 
grateful they have those beautiful memories. But too much dwelling on 
the past could be destructive. Rather the widow must look forward and 
plan for her future. 
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One 'widow aptly stated: 
Oon't sit around and brood about your loss. Of course, there 
is a certain period of time to grieve but when you find your~ 
self going nowhere then it is time to stop. Think about what 
you want from your life now and how you are going to get it., 
The sooner you start building a new life, the better your adjust­
ment will be. 
00 not rnake any decisions during the first year of widowhood was 
also a frequent suggestion for new widows. Our interviewees said that 
the new, widow is vulnerable and does not exercise good judgment because 
she is initially confused and upset by her new situation. It was ad­
vised ,that decision-making should be postponed until the widow can 
fully accept what has happened to her and is able to decide what she 
wants to do with her life. Too often our interviewees said, the new 
widow makes rash decisions concerning their homes, finances, giving 
away their husband's personal belongings ••• But a few months 1ater, 
widows often regret thei r dec,i s ions. 
It was also advised that if the widow finds she is' forced to make 
any major dectsions within the first year, she should turn to family and 
friends for advice about them. One widow when speaki~g of decision­
making during the first year of widowhood said that her daughter made 
many of them for her. She went o~ to say that she and her daughter had 
reversed roles - her daughter becarne the adult and she became the child. 
Another suggestion given to help new widows involved the expres­
sion of feelings. Our interviewees said it was important to face the 
fact that the husband was really dead and never was going to come back 
,again. Along with this reality comes feelings of depression and loneli­
ness but these feelings will gradually lessen. And to best cope with 
j' 
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these feelings, it was indicated that the new widow should express 
them - not keep it all bottleq up_ 
Ways that were suggested for the new widow to deal with her feel­
ings varied. One widow said that she found it helpful to scream while 
hitting a punching bag. Other widows said that friends can be extreme­
,ly good 1 isteners. Some widows said that tal king with someone in the 
same situation (i.e. other widows) helped them deal with their feelings. 
Several interviewees said that reading general information about widow­
hood including autobiographies by other widows let them k.now that the 
feelings they were experienci~g were normal and this in itself was a 
great comfort. 
There were also several other suggestions given to help the new 
widow. Some interviewees advised. the neW widow to turn to religion and 
Go~,to help them accept what has happened and to gain.the desire to go 
on living. Some of these women also found their church ministers ex­
tremely helpful. One widow who had several young children' living at 
home spoke at length about the support she had received from her minis­
ter in regard to parenting alone. Some interviewees advised the new 
widow to seek some kind of profeSSional help to deal with problems of 
widowhood. A number of interviewees said the new widow should learn 
how to drive if she does not know how to. Driving seemed to be essen­
tial to the widow's· 'freedom' - being able to 'go places, viSiting .. 
friends, going shopping ••• 
A final and interesting piece of advice given by our interviewees 
was that widows should not pay attention to criti'c1sm given them for a 
short grieving period. 
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As one widow said: 
''\ 
r 
I There is no reason to feel guilty ~nd to apologize for going' , I 
1 out and enjoying yourself. ·It's okay to 'feel good. Do what 
j is best for you. 
r ; 
! We believe that there were many excellent suggestions given by thei 
widows during the interviews. We added few of our own comments through­
out the chapter as this section really belongs to the 'experts' - those 
people who are experiencing widowhood • 
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CHAPTER IX 
? SOCIAL SERVICES" FOR WIDOWS 
This chapter will be divided into two sections. The first sec-' 
tion will be a general evaluation of widowhood programs in the Portl~nd 
metropolitan area. (For descriptions of ,the programs, see Chapter Two.) 
The general evaluation will include the widows' initial reasons for 
joining a widowhood program, what the widows found helpfui about such 
a program, as well as suggestions to improve the program. In addition, 
we will examine the reasons of those widows who decided not to join a 
widowhood program. 
:', The second section of the chapter will deal with suggestions for 
, . 
increased social services for widows in the Portland metro;olitan area, 
which would help them in their adjustment to widowhood. 
SECTION I 
One half of the widows interviewed in this study decided to join 
a local (Portland area) widowhood program. Although the sample size is 
, 
sma~l in this study, the reasons the widows indicated for. initially 
jOining such a program were very similar. 
One of the major reasons voiced was a desire to "meet other people ll 
, , 
and "find companionship.tI Since th~ widow no longer fits into the same 
circle of friends ~hat she had while her husband was living, she realizes 
that she must develop new relationships. It appears that the widow makes 
a conscious effort to meet other single people, especially those who have 
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also experienced the loss of a loved one. The philosophy behind this 
attitude, according to many wido~s, is that two people who have shared 
a common experience will be better able to understand each·other and 
provide the necessary support for each other. As one woman stated: 
There is a feeling of kinship in that you are around 
people who have the same problem and they really under­
stand. 
Comparing experiences about coping with the problems of widowhood is also 
part of the reason for wanting to meet others who are widowed. "I wanted 
to compare experiences' and check out to see if my experiences were 
bizarre or if they were nonnal." 
In addition to wanting to meet other people and find companionship, 
the widows also stated that they joined the program because it would get 
them out of th~ house and provide them with an activity. Keeping busy 
and getting involved in groups helps 'the widow deal with her loneliness 
and the void that exists for her, according to the widows interviewed in 
this study. 
The last major reason for joining a widowhood program was because 
of the program format. The widows were looklng for new ideas which 
would help them in their adjustment to the problems of widowhood _. ItI 
f 
wanted to see if they had a new approach to things -- like how to adjust 
or ideas of where I could be helped." 
Having discussed the major reasons for joining a widowhood program, 
we will now examine what was helpful about the program. It immediately. 
became evident that getting together with other widows and developing 
new friendships' were the greatest benefits of the program. The widows 
realized that they were allowed to express their grief and that there 
i 
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was support and caring amongst the people in the program. 
The next most helpful aspect of the program, indicated by the 
widows, was having speakers who dealt with issues of widowhood adjust· 
mente Some of the issues discus~ed were: finances, legal advice, how 
to fix things, grieving, sexuality, and so forth. A common response 
was III have found that the subject matter the program dealt with to be 
extremely helpful. 1I The speakers provided the widows with the opportun­
ity to share ideas about dealing with their problems of widowhood. 
It is apparent that those widows who decided to join a widowhood 
program felt that the program provided them with what they had expected-­
companionship, support, an activity and information in dealing with the 
problems of widowhood. As'one widow stated, limy personal growth since 
I have been in the widowhood program has been outstanding". Although 
th~ general concensus is pleasure with the widowhood program, the widows 
~ 
did indicate the need for improvement. 
One of the main suggestions for improving the widowhood program 
is to increase the number of men who would participate in the program. 
The reasoning behind this suggestion was 'not based on having a male for 
dating purposes, but rather the desire for a male point of view. This 
suggestion came from both younger and older widows. 
More publicity about the widoWhood program, another suggestion 
given by the widows interviewed, might encourage both men and women who 
are re~ently widowed to participate in the program. It is felt by the 
widows that outreach is especially important to those who are newly 
widowed. 
In addition to the above suggestions, the widows expressed a need 
to form small discussion groups, in order to promote more one to one 
70 
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relationships. Not only would it provide more one to one relationships, 
but it would also provide a non-threatening situation for those individu­
als who find it difficult to discuss in large groups. 
Some of the widows also suggested that the program have more social 
activities. The widows felt that at times they just wanted to have fun 
and put aside discussing their problems of widowhood. 
The last suggestion was to help other widows by visiting them in 
their homes. It was suggested that the widowhood program form visitation 
groups so that they could provide an outreach service to those widows and 
widowers who are unable to attend the program or to those who might be 
hesitant to join. 
Reaching out and helping other widows, as well as helping themselves 
seems to be a theme for those widows, in this study, who participated in a 
widoWhood program. Rather than becoming totally inward and enveloped' 'in 
their. own problems, they are able to look beyond and give of themselves. 
This 'approach seems to be positive in that the widows feel useful and are 
goal-oriented. We wonder if part of this desire to help others is because 
of the widow's own environment, where there might Possibly have been a 
lack 'of support or not enoug~ support. It 1s most likely that upon enter­
ing the widowhood program, the widow found that she was able to meet new 
people who also shared the same experiences and provided the understanding 
and support that was necessary for her. Therefore, in turn, she wanted to 
provide the same understanding and support for other widows, by developing 
an outreach program. In fact, if an outreach program did exist, whether 
in the fonm of more publicity or visitation groups, more widows possibly 
would have joined the program, which leads us to the next poi.nt. Why did 
the widows, in this study, deci~e not to belong, to a widowh~od program? 
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One of the major reasons why the widows, in this study, did not 
belong -to a widowhood program was just for that reason previously indi­
- cated--they did not know that such a program existed. A few added that 
if they had known about the program, they would have joined. 
The other major reason why the widows did not belong to a widow­
hood program was because they felt that they did not need the program. 
According to the widows, it was not the way they liked to meet people 
and they did not want to be associated with a program for widows. One 
widow stated, 
I have always worked things out for myself and I do okay. 
I do not want to be identified with widows. I hate the 
expression and it took me a long time to get used to it. 
And finally, some widows felt they were to busy to get involved in 
a program. 
In conclusion, not all widows are geared toward joining a widow­
hood program, but for those who do, it serves a beneficial purpose. It 
is extremely difficult to determine~ if the widows who do decide to join 
a widowhood program, are those who are already dealing with their pro­
blems of widowhood and are ready to move towards creating a new life for 
-themselves, or if it is those widows who are having a difficult time 
dealing with their problems of widowhood. 
SECTION II 
This next section of the chapter deals with suggestions for in­

creased social services for widows in the Portland metr~politan area. 

The widows, in this study, were asked to indicat~ what they felt they 

would like to see in Portland that would be helpful to widows? Their 
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suggestions seemed to fall into four categories: 1) widowhood programs 
and groups, 2) a Widowhood Resource Center, 3) financial assistance and 
4) education. 
The need for more widowhood programs seemed to dominate the sug­
gestions given by the widows. Even the women who do not belong to a 
widowhood program felt that Portland needed,to have more. One widow 
stated, "it's a decent place to go and meet people. I would like one 
in Ivery section of the city." 
The widows also felt that they would like more churches to sponsor 
widowhood programs. Many women stated that they felt it was the re­
sponsibility of the church to help the widow, but that the church was 
neglectful in this area. Besides having more churches getting involved 
in widowhood programs, the widows also stated that they wanted more 
social clubs, such as: Kiwanis, Lions, Rotary and ,so forth, to sponsor 
widowhood programs. 
In addition to more widowhood programs, the'widows also wanted 
encounter groups, therapy groups or just "rap sessions. 1I In conjunction 
with this suggestion, the widows emphasized the need to have specialized 
counselors in t,he area of widowhood adjustment, who could facil iate the 
groups. 
Widowhood programs and groups are felt to be important in helping 
the widow in her adjustment to widowhood. It seems, though, that a cen­
tral social service agency is lacking in the Portland metropolitan area, 
according to the widows in this study. Essentially, the widows are sug­
gesting a Widowhood Resource Center. 
One aspect of the Widowhood Resource Center, as suggested by many 
of the widows, would be a widow hot line. According to one widow, she 
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would 'like the phone number to be W-I-D-O-W and wants it to be distri­
buted by the funeral homes. .11 want to be able to talk with other 
widows. If I would have had such a number to call, I would have said, 
'Hi, 1'm lonesome. t I want someone that can relate to me." Another 
widow, who was interviewed during the pilot study, felt a dire need for 
such a hot line. She emphasized how much she needed help and that she 
had no one to whom she could turn. She said she finally resorted to 
calling Suicide Prevention, but that she ended up giving them advice. 
A list of available widows who would be w11ling<'to talk to other widows 
was also suggested. 
In addition to the above, the widows, in this study, would like 
the Widowhood Resource Center to include a list of available resources, 
such as: a list of activities being offered throughout the city for 
widows, locations and telephone numbers of Senior Citizen Centers and 
go~~rnmental agencies and lists of available books on widowhood adjust­
ment. One widow who indicated the need for a list of books on widow­
hood adjustment said, 
It's helpful to know whatls going to happen to you d'uring
certain stages of widowhood. Having a knowledge of books' 
that offers this, gives you a good feeling in that you know 
that others have gone through it too. 
The widows also suggest the need for a homemaker service and a 
free counseling service, which might also be a part of the Widowhood 
Resource Center. The homemaker service would be:geared towards provid­
ing: 1) help for the widow who is sick, 2) child care so the widow can 
get out of the house and 3) transportation to activities for those widows 
who otherwise would.not be ·ab1e to attend; The free counseling service 
would include legal advice and consultation for the widow who wants help' 
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in making decisions. 
In essence, the widows want to be able to turn to one' place which 
will provide them with the necessa'ry hel p to make their adjustment to 
widowhood easier. Widowhood Resource Centers, similar to the one sug­
gested here, do exist in other large cities and have been proven to be 
quite successful in aiding' the widow in ·h·er adjustment to widowhood. 
In addition to more widowhood programs and groups and a Widowhood 
Resource Center, the widows suggested that Portland needs to provide 
more financial assistance for the widow, such as: 1) increasing the 
number of low income housing projects, where singles, pets and children 
are allowed, 2) deductions on medications and 3) a concentrated effort 
in hiring senior citizens who are still able to work. 
And finally, education about the problems of widowhood adjustment 
fo~ the general public, as well as, for the widow, wa$ suggested in 
order to help the widow. In educating the general public, one widow 
stated: 
We need more community education to let the public know 
that friends are needed and that there is no reason for 
friends to disassociate themselves with widows. We need 
friends more now than before. It 1s like widows have lep­
rosy, that we are tainted by death and if I'friends" come 
close to us, they will die. Let them know to.be supportive 
and stay supportive. 
Educating the public also included the need for changing the attitudes 
towards being a couple-oriented society. One widow said she hated it 
when she would go out for dinner and the hostess would say, "dinner for 
two" when the widow was standing alone. 
As for educating the widow, it was suggested to have classes on 
widowhood adjustment through the community colleges. These classes 
~ 
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would concentrate on the problems of widowhood and -ways in helping the 
widow deal with the problems. It;s felt that such a class would help 
the widow better understand herself, as well as provide an opportunity 
for widows to get together and provide support and understanding for 
each other. This approach seems similar, though, to the widowhood pro­
grams in Portland. 
In conclusion, the suggestions provided .by these widows seem ex­
tremely realistic. Two steps are necessary, however, in order to make 
these suggestions become a reality. The first step is public awareness 
of the needs of the widows. The second step, is once the needs have 
been recognized, financial support would be essential to develop the 
necessary social services which would ma~e widowhood adjustment easier. 
Presently, the Portland.metropo1itan area is lacking in social 
services to the widow. Although Portland does have three widowhood pro­
~ 
grams, all of which have similar formats, not many people know about 
these programs. Therefore, only a few are benefitting from the services .. 
IJ a Widowhood Resource Center was establ ished and heavily publ icized, 
more widows would probably be helped, since there would he a variety of 
services offered. It is the opinion of these authors, that a Widowhood 
Resource Center is of necessity, in order. to provide effective social 
services to the widows of the Portland metropolitan area • 
.... 
CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS 
In our study, it was quite evident that loneliness was the major 
problem widows faced. Loneliness not only encofnpassed a sudden lack of 
companionship, but often involved questioning whether life was worth 
living without the partner. It seemed necessary for the widow to par­
tially fill the void or emptiness left by the husband in order to have 
the desire to continue living and create a new life for herself. 
To fill this emptiness or void, the widows stressed that it was 
essential to have a developed social network system. It would seem 
likely that friends and, family would come ,to the aid of the widow dur­
ing ,the time when she requires much emotional support, but in reality, 
friends and family virtually disappear. Why such a paradox? 
It appears that societal attitudes toward death break-down the 
widow's social network system. We, as a society, are afraid of death 
and, therefore, try 'to avoid any contact with it; the widow serves as 
a reminder of the inevitability of death. 
Feelings of being uncomfortable with the subject of death seem to 
overri~e any desire to meet the needs of the widow. If any attempt is 
going to be made to help the widow deal with her problems of widowhood, 
we conclude that it is absolutely essential that our societal attitudes 
toward death need to be changed. 
Not only must societal attitudes toward death be changed, but it 
is also essential that we become aware of how a social network system 
""'-a 
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could effectively deal with the problems ~idows face. Granted, no one 
could ever fully replace the husband's absence. Yet. a concentrated 
effort by friends and family could certainly help the widow by providing 
(,. 
her with attention, love, care, concern and the emotional support which 
she so greatly needs. Some of the ways this may be accomplished are by: 
1) allowing the widow to openly express her feelings, 2) visiting, phon­
ing and/or writing the widow frequently, 3) inviting the widow to go 
shopping, out to eat, to movies, etc. and 4) helping the widow resolve 
difficult decisions. These suggestions are basically aimed at prevent­
ing the widow from becoming socially isolated I.nd experiencing the 
abysmal loneliness and hopelessness which many of the widows spoke of in 
the study. Furthermore, these suggestions will help the widow become 
involved in the mainstream of life and facilitate her finding a direction 
for, her future • 
.' An important obstacle, though, which needs to be considered, rela­
tive to the integration of the widow into the mainstream of life is the 
couple-orientation of our society. This couple-oriented society presents 
a subtle discrimination against single people in that many activities 
and gatherings are geared toward couple participation. If we are to 
help the widow resume a fulfilling life, we need to recognize this dis­
crimination by planning for and accommodating single people. 
To further help the widow adjust to the problems of widowhood, we 
must actively seek involvement from governmental agencies. social organi-, 
zations and religious institutions. Existing widow to widow programs 
must be expanded, but we· must also continue to develop more programs such 
as a Widowhood Resource Center. This Widowhood Resource Center should 
include: 1) a widow hotl'ne. 2) a'homemaker service, 3) free counseling 
""""'~ 
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service and 4) lists of available resources such as: activities being 
offered throughout the city, locations and telephone numbers of govern­
mental' agencies and lists of reading material concerning widowhood 
adjustment. 
The suggestions that have been provided here are essential, yet 
in order for them to be implemented, we must begin by increasing public 
awareness about the problems of widowhood and what would be helpful in 
dealing with the problems. Two valuable ways of educating the public 
are by: 1) providing classes on the plight of the widowed and 2) en­
couraging further research into widowhood. 
The purpose of our study was to begin to increase public awareness 
about problems of widowhood. We feel that we have accomplished this, 
but due to the small sample size, we were not able to generalize our 
findings to all widows. In addition to the limitation of the sample size, 
our,'questionnaire only examined a few specific areas o,f the problems of 
widowhood, thus leaving many areas to be further researched. 
In conclusion, we feel that some of the areas which need to be 
further researched include: 1) the development of an effective social 
network system, 2) satisfaction with the relationship with the husband 
and its effect on widowhood adjustment, 3) differences between younger 
women and older women who are widowed, 4) cultural differences in widow­
hood adjustment, 5) the effect of length of time married and widowhood 
adjustment, 6) the effect of existing widowhood programs on widowhood 
adjustment and 7) the adjustment differences between widows and widowers. 
--'~Oilt. 
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81APPENDIX A 
ZUNG SELF-RATING DEPRESSION SCALE 
-~one OR - -Name 
Age Sex 'Date a Little Some of Good Part Most OR All 
of the Time the Time of the Time of the Time 
1. I feel down-hearted, blue and sad 
2. Morning is when I feel the best 
3. I have crying spells or feel like it 
4. I have trouble sleeping through the night 
5. I eat as much as I used to 
6. I enjoy looking at,' talking to and being 
with attractive women / men 
7. I notice that I am losing weight 
8. I have trouble with constipation 
9. My heart beats faster than usual 
10, I get tired for no reason 
11. My mind is as clear as it used to be 
12. I find it easy to do the things I used to 
13. I am restless and can't keep still 
14. I feel hopeful about the future 
15. I om more irritable then usual 
16. I find it easy to make decisions 
17. I feel that I am useful and needed I 
18. My life is pretty full ! 
19. I feel that others would be better off if I were dead , 
20. I still enjoy the things I used to do 
Z..u-t:tg J. \t.W.brn....,K. __..Ihe._t:1.ea.-wr.emem-_-of-:-Depr~ Ci",e.i.ooo...ti =. Merrei ''¥<': 
Ncd::iona.l_LAb.orcdt:>r;~ .. JlIlt_l115...it: ..~ ".,l.j:'\kt,"';L:'f':'{'~ :;' • 
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82 APPENDIX B 
SOCIAL READJUSTMENT RATING SCALE 

Thomas H. Holmes and Richard H. Rahe 

Directions: Please place an "X" next to these life events which have 
created stress for you between the pe~iod of 6 month~ prior to your
husband's death and 6 months after your husband's death. 
LIFE EVENT "X" 
Death of a spouse 
Divorce 
Marital Separation 
Jail Term 
Death of a close family member 
Personal injury or illness 
Marriage 
Fired at work 
Marttal reconcil iation 
Retirement 
Change in health of family member 
Pregnancy 
Sex difficulties 
Gain of new family member 
Business readjustment 
Change in financial state 
Death of close friend 
Change to different line of work 
Change in number of arguments with spouse 
Mortgage over $10,000 
Foreclosure of mortgage or loan 
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LIFE EVENT "XU 
Change in responsibilities at work 
Son or daughter leaving home 
Trouble with in-laws 
Outstanding personal achievement 
Wife begin or stop work 
Begin or end school 
Change in living conditions 
Revision of personal habits· 
Trouble with boss 
Change in work hours or conditions 
Change in residence 
Change in schools 
Change in recreation 
Change in church activities 
Change in social activities 
Mortgage or loan less than $10,000 
Change in sleeping habits 
Change in number of family get-togethers 
Change in eating habits 
Vacation 
Christmas 
Minor violations of the law 
84 APPENDIX C 
PILOT STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Please give us a little background about your situation. 
2. What were your ,initial feelings upon your husbandls death? 
3. What types of problems did you experience after your husband's death? 
4. Who provided you with immediate help? What was helpful? 
5. Who did not provide you with the help that you wanted? 
6. What would you have liked that you did not receive? 
7. What do you define as your support system? 
8. What is the biggest problem you are experiencing now? 
9. What do you think the community needs? 
10. What type of advice would you give to new widows? 
-----
---
-----
---
85 APPENDIX D 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

AGE LENGTH OF TIME WIDOWED ____ 
SEX NUfttiER OF CHILDREN ____­
YEARS MARRIED CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME ___ 
HUSBAND1S EDUCATIONAL LEVEL __ WIFE'S EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION WIFE'S OCCUPATION 
HUSBAND'S LAST ANNUAL INCOME ____-- WIFE'S 'LAST ANNUAL INCOME 
PRESENT ANNUAL INCOME ____ 
1. 	 What were the 3 most difficult adjustments you have had to face as 
being a widow? 
2. 	 Was anything helpful in adjusting to the above stated difficulties? 
,2a. If yes, what was helpful? 
2b. If no, what could have been helpful? 
We would now like you to indicate how you see yourself in reference to 
the following questions, based on this scale of 1 to 6: 
1 	 strongly agree 
2, 	 moderately agree 
3 	 agree
4 	 disagree
5 	 moderately disagree 
6 	 strongly disagree 
3. 	 I am satisfied with how often I get out of the house alone. 3.______ 
3a. Approximately how many times a week do you get out of the 
house alone? 

3b. Where are some places ·you go? 

t ~ 
'} 
--
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4. 	 I am satisfied with how often I am getting out of the house with 
others. 	 4.__ 
4a. 	 Approximately how many times a week do you get out of the 
house with others? 
4b. 	 Where are some places you go? 
5. 	 I am satisfied with how often I invite my friends over. 5.______ 
5a. Approximately how many times do you invite your friends 
over? . 

Sb. What types of activities do you do with your friends? 

6. 	 I am satisfied with the amount of family contact I have (letters,
phone calls and personal visits). 6. 
-....,.­
6a. 	 What is the approximate amount of family contact weekly: 
1. 	 1etters 
2. 	 phone ca'il"'l11=-s­
~-3. 	 personal visits 
'6b.\ 	 Where is your 1tmiediate family (children, parents, brothers, 
sisters) living? 
6c. 	 If there was family contact with your in-laws before your
husband1s death, has it increased, decreased. or stayed the 
same 	since his death? 
------­
7. 	 I am satisfied with my ability to express 'my feelings about 
being a widow to others. 	 7.__ 
8. 	 I am satisfied with the willingness of others to listen to me 
express my feel.ings about being a widow, '. 	 8,__ 
9, 	 My thoughts are' oriented to the: 
9a. past 9a.
-­
1. What are your primary thoughts concerning the past? 
9b, present 9b._...­
1. What are your primary thoughts concerning the present? 
--
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9c ___9c. 	 future 
1. What 	are yourp1 ans for the future? 
10.__10. 	 I am depressed. 

lOa. What are you depressed about? 

lOb. Give Zung Depression Test. 

11. 	 I was satisfied with my relationship with my husband. 11.__ 
12. 	 I was dependent on my husband for: 
12a ___12a. 	 economic support 
1. 	 please elaborate. 
• l2b. emotional support l2b.__ 
n 1. please elaborate. 
13a. If 	it ha$' ch~nged, how has it changed? 
14. 	 Since I becarne.a 
4 
widow, I learned to drive. 
yes no ___ does not apply (I already knew how to drive) 
-­
• (# 
14a. If yes, what were the reasons for learning how to dri~e? 
15. 	 Since I beCame a'widow, I am taking courses in school • 
. 	 yes np does not apply (I was taking courses before 
my husband's death) 
. 	 15a. If 1Iye~, what were your reasons for taking courses? 
•15b. If 	yes, what types of courses are you taking? 
16. 	 Since I became a widow, I have started new hobbies • 
.... 
. yes no __ 
.... 
.. 
':.. 
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16a. If yes, what are your new hobbies? 
17. 	 Since I became a widow, I started working. 
yes no does not apply (1 was already working) __ 
17a. If yes, what was your reason for obtaining a job? 
18. 	 What would you like to see in Portland that would be helpful to 
widows? 
19 •. 	 Do you belong to a widowhood program? yes no __ 
19a. If yes, what were your initial reasons for joining? 
19b. If yes, what have you found helpful about the program? 
19c. If yes, what would you like to see that the program does not 
presently have? 

19d. If no, do you have any reasons for not belonging? 

20. 	 ,What advice would you give to new widows? 
